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I ' • 
Now the Light from Thine own Cosmic Heart 

Fills our Cup to overflowing; 
And we stand as from the world apart - 

Love's great Power within us glowing. 
As we raise our eyes, 

Thy Light from Heaven we see, 
In our Consciousness Divine, 

All the life on Earth enfolding. 

THE CHRISTIAN DISPENSATION 

Greetings! Friends of My Heart and Friends 
of Old! Many of you were with Me when it was 
My great privilege to walk upon the surface of 
this Earth, setting the Example for The Christ 
ian Dispensation. 

Just what is ·a Dispensation? It is that which 
is bestowed on or appointed to one from a Higher 
Power, specifically the Divine Administration 
of the affairs of the Earth, the particular Sphere 
in question. 

You have learned through years of study that 
there are Seven Rays which have been set into 
motion for the Earth Planet, each Ray active for 
a Two Thousand year period, during which Its 
special Radiation is dispensed to the Earth, Who 
has now passed into the Seventh Cycle of the Age 
of Freedom, superseding the Christian Dispensa 
tion, which in turn superseded the Mosaic. 

As has been previously pointed out to you, 
in the scheme of evolution it is of prime impor 
tance that chelas aware of the changes taking 
place, according to Di vine Edict, accept and put 
into practice the instructions which are gra 
ciously placed at their disposal. But it is of 
equal import that they do not tenaciously hold 
in their consciousness the radiation to which 
they have been accustomed through many years of 
embodiment upon this Sphere, 

You, dear chelas, would not be searching far 
and stretching your Spiritual Wings, if you 
were not sufficiently illumined to accept the 
Truth which is being presented to you, Why 
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then do you cradle round, holding close to your 
bosoms, the ways of The Christian Dispensation? 
I asked specifically for the privilege of talking 
with you today in the hope that I, Whose very 
Heartbeat carried the Radiation of the Christian 
Dispensation, could loosen the concepts that the 
Christian Dispensation is the Ultimate! I say 
to you - LET GO, LET GO, LET GO and follow the 
Path of Spiritual Freedom upon which you have 
set your blessed feet! If I, Who was the E:xamplar 
of the Christian Dispensation have been able to 
qualify for the Office of World Teacher in the New 
Age of Freedom, The Seventh Cycle, why do you 
still tarry along in the well-worn, and perhaps 
easier Path. 

Now consider the capacity of the Beloved Saint 
Germain during the Christian Dispensation, and 
My Beloved Mother, Mary! Most assuredly They 
played an important part in that Era, without 
Whose assistance My Mission could not have been 
completed. The Seventh Cycle, as you know, is 
under the Direction of our Great and Gracious 
King, the Ascended Master Saint Germain. If He, 
Whose vehicles were steeped in the Essence of 
the Christian Dispensation, can dispense the 
Radiation of the Seventh Ray, why cannot YOU who 
were minor factors during that time, let go? 

Even the Orthodox Church, whose Leaders are 
convening at Their Seat of Spiritual Government, 
are contemplating removihg some of the Power 
they once attributed to Mother Mary. Why is 
this? Because some of the Leaders are illumined 
to the point where they know that Mother Mary's 
Mission, so far as Their Church is concerned, is 
receding, but what most of them do not know is, 
that Beloved Mary is now serving in a greatly 
accelerated capacity in the New Age, in coopera 
tion specifically with the Angelic Kingdom and 
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the New Age Children! Beloved Mary let go of 
Her ties to the Christian Dispensation --- why 
don't you? 

The reason for this, in the main, is that 
there is too much lethargy in one or more of your 
lower vehicles. You are too comfortable in the 
radiation which you love, to which you have been 
accustomed, and fear in some of your vehicles 
binds you and retards your progress! Do you have 
sufficient Faith in and Love for our Beloved 
Saint Germain, to loosen those bonds and march 
along with Him up the Mount of Attainment thru 
the Spiritual Tenets which are now being pre 
sented to you? 

Children of the Father, "I AM" not here using 
God's glorious Energy just to give you a temp 
orary feeling of what you should do! I most 
emphatically say to you, the time has long since 
passed when you can 'expound' the Teachings of 
the Christian Dispensation and experience the 
comfortable feeling which they give you, to serve, 
as you have pledged at Inner Levels, in the Cause 
of Spiritual Freedom; you must be willing to 
throw off the cloak of Christianity. Worry not, 
the Great Golden Band of the Christian Dispensa 
tion is blazing in your Causal Body, no one can 
take that away from you, but looking upon your 
auras, the glorious Seventh Band, or Violet Ray, 
requires considerably more energizing to indicate 
that you have wholeheartedly accepted the new 
Cycle. You see, you cannot hide from the sight 
of the Spiritual Hierarchy that which you think, 
say, feel or do. The radiation and records, 
good or otherwise, are in plain view. If We did 
not love all of you with such intensity, We would 
not use the Breath of the Holy Spirit to point 
out to you the means for your Spiritual Advance 
ment and through you, the multitudes of this 
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Earth! I trust that none will rue the day when 
they thought the effort was too great to make 
the change in their thinking and feeling! 

I call now in all the intensity of My Being 
and say: Beloved Lord Michael, Lady Astrea, 
Lord Zadkiel and Holy Amethyst CUT THESE CHILD 
REN FREE, CUT THEM FREE, CUT THEM FREE from all 
that binds them to the Sixth Dispensation - which 
is now passed - Its Mission Accomplished and the 
Book closed! COME INTO ACTION NOW and cease 
lessly perform this Service until every last 
thread is loosened and they stand forth in the 
new-born Freedom of The Christ! I have called, 
and SO IT SHALL BE! 

WHAT TO DO TO DWELL IN THE REALM 
OF THE ASCENDED MASTERS 

My beloved, on this the Anniversary of My 
Resurrection from the tomb, I bring to you the 
love of My Heart, for each and everyone of you 
who have lived and loved in My Name, and done 
good works in My Name, and who have chosen thru 
the Mercy of God which is alive within you to 
serve your fellowman and all living things upon 
this sweet Earth! Thus you glorify Our Father 
which is in HeaventhatHeaven Which is so beau 
tiful that- when you achieve the God-estate, you 
shall be grateful indeed that your Causal Bodies 
are filled enough with the good that you have 
done through the ages precedingyourAssociation 
with Me and other Divine Beings, of course, and 
succeeding such Divine Associations! You shall 
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have that Mansion not made with hands and you 
shall enter into The Father's Kingdom, to go out 
no more. 

Some blessed and dear ones feel they are not 
worthy to enter into that Kingdom and kneel at 
the Throne of The Father of Love. Others feel 
that Earth ties are too strong with them; some 
have a sense of curiosity at what shall come 
after their Earth-course is run. Love will not 
allow you to interferewithMyMother's selection. 

The Spirits who present themselves at the 
Sacred Heart Temple of My Muther next May shall 
be Those God Spirits from other Solar Systems; 
Those Di vine Buddhas; Those chosen from the First 
sub-race of the Seventh Root Race. Then shall 
you see the planet Earth transformed quickly. 
Then will a child prodigy not be the unusual but 
the usual. Then will the parents receive illum 
ination from the child. Then this Earth shall 
be Freedom's Holy Star! Then each and everyone 
of you shall have the just reward of all your 
services, your rest if you choose it for six 
months, visitation with your loved ones, if you 
choose it. Most of you shall be so busy explor 
ing the beauty of the green gardens and the glo 
rious flame flowers of the Kingdom of Heaven that 
you might take twenty-four hours of rest but, 
methinks, you will then be off again as I was 
about Our Father's Business. 

What is the Business of The Heavenly Father? 
The Business of the Heavenly Father is practical! 
It is the establishment of a Christ man, a Christ 
woman and a Christ child thru every human being 
belonging to this planet Earth -- some three and 
a half billion who are in embodiment and-the rest 
waiting for an opportunity of taking embodiment. 
That is why I came to the Earth; that is why in 
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My humble way I endeavored to show mankind that 
the things that I had done, they, too, should do 
also! 

Even My blessed disciples learned to lean on 
form and by leaning upon My Personage My Own 
Ascension, forty days after Ascension morning, 
was essential, so that they might learn, thru 
themselves and thru the Beloved Paraclete (Whom 
you know as the Holy Spirit) that those so-called 
miracles are part of The Father's Heritage an 
chored in each one of them and in each of you. 

So often Peter and James and the others would 
go bravely forth to heal and come back and say 
"Master, it did not work." Again and again I said 
unto them "Go again and in the Name of Jesus 
command the evil to cease to be"! But those 
greater than 1 saw that while they had in Me, 
something physically tangible to hold unto, they 
would hold the Hem of My Garment and their own 
potential Divinity would lie buried within them 
whilst they held admiration for the Son of Man 
and the Son of God. 

You are all Sons and Daughters of God; sons 
of men and women too, yes, true but you have 
been sons and daughters of different men and wo 
men in embodiment after embodiment throughout 
ages of time. All the time since first you left 
the Heart of Our Father you have been a temporary 
Son or Daughter of God, even though you have 
forgotten it, 

When Pilate said to Me, "They say that you 
are reported to be the Son of God", I replied to 
him "thou sayest this", letting come forth from 
his own lips the truth which could have as easily 
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come from Mine Own -- Mine was the self chosen 
path of the crucifixion, the path to Golgotha, 
the path of The Resurrection, the path to the 
Visit to Bethany, the path to the Public Ascen 
sion. Think on it! If you love someone as 
deeply as I loved My Mother and John and P.eter 
and Paul and the other disciples who still main 
tained free will as unascended beings, even re 
suscitated, could you leave them sleeping and 
walk in the Springtime up the Hill of Bethany 
with the early Spring flowers and the sweet smell 
of Earth and voluntarily say again, as I did in 
Gethsemane's Garden "Father, Thy will not Mine 
be done," 

Later I waited for the coming Of the noonday 
Sun, seeing the fear and the confusion in the 
consciousness of many of My followers and the 
deep love in the hearts of John and Mother, I 
allowed the gravity pull of Earth to be released 
from My Feet and made The Ascension! Why? So 
that I might make a public Ascension before some 
five hundred people and meet My Father, leaving 
to His Wisdom, the care of My disciples and 
apostles and the Truth which a baby could read, 
some babies read well because they have not yet 
become cynical, 

People come again only to God, as a rule when 
their four lower vehicles are absolutely beyond 
repair and when medical science has confirmed 
that the vehicles, which they use shall soon dis 
integrate. Then they think, "Oh Lord, Oh Lord, 
for all the misuse of Thy Life I'm sorry; I am 
regretful indeed; please receive me into Heaven", 
after say eighty years of living according to the 
human will. Even that prayer is heard and it is 
answered and every such soul with a contrite 
heart who asks for the forgiveness of his sins 
of that of a loved one who is about to depart is 
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absolved thereof and can see their loved ones 
and dwell in the Heavenly Realms, although not 
in the Realms of the Ascended Host of Light. 

To dwell in the Realm of the Ascended of Light, 
one must be willing to SERVE IN PRACTICAL ACTI 
VITY, which requires the utilization of all the 
senses of the outer and inner vehicles AT ALL 
TIMES. I had three years after My Baptism in the 
River Jordan, three years to perform My Ministry 
or three years to enjoy Myself but when the Para 
clete thru the invocation of John the Baptist 
annointed Me and the Spirit and Being of Lord 
Maitreya (now Lord Divina) and I blended into 
One, there was no thought, beloved ones, not one 
thought or feeling except that in those three 
years to get across to as many· as I could thru 
talking, thru so-called miracles, thru example, 
the way that God intended every man, woman and 
child to be at the end of that three years. 

You know the story well, I told My Mother, I 
said "they have not learned; they have sat with 
Me; they have seen the devils cast into the sea; 
they have seen the blind to be made to see and 
they have seen Lazurus raised from the tomb, yet 
they know not the fundamentals of Truth. What 
shall I do?" And She said: "Son, do what your 
Heavenly Father requires of You, and do it NOW!" 
And I did. Never in the thirty-three years of 
My association with My Divine Mother did I dis 
obey Her, because I knew She was an Angel, em 
bodied for the express purpose of giving Me a 
physical body, and I knew that it was Her strength 
and that of Saint Germain Who was of course then 
Saint Joseph, My Father, that helped Me until I 
knew Myself - My Mission. 
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You see when you are born on this Earth, even 
without sin as I, and the little Buddhas Who do 
come in, You take on the band of forgetfulnessJ 
it is bound around your eyes and your senses and 
your soul is sheathed more or less and it covers 
the entire vehicle and when you come into this 
world of form, that sheath still remains around 
you until you come to an age of awareness. Then 
you can begin to absorb understanding. That 
strong Lady of Heaven and that gentle Joseph 
protected Me thru those years. Mary protected 
Joseph, too. In fact I think She is busy pro 
tecting all the human race. I cannot speak too 
highly of the Love of your Cosmic Mother Mary, Who 
I was privileged to have as My Personal Mother 
for thirty-three short years but Whom I AM priv 
ileged now to serve with in Heaven's Realm 
throughout all eternity. Never does She pass 
by but I bow the knee before Her Light. 

There are some that cannot bow the knee even 
before the Heavenly Father, yet Who gave to you 
the magnificence of the capacity to have joints. 
Have you thought on this? Suppose you were made 
of wood, all in one piece, that would have been 
of the human. Suppose that God in His Infinite 
Mercy had not given you the power and security 
of all these joints and all of the various or 
gans and cells of your body! When they say "and 
adoring, bend the knee" I think often of the 
prideful ones; some of those that came out of 
the compound; what a job to bend that knee. Yet 
on this Earth today there are hundreds of people 
in institutions that would give their souls if 
they could bend the knee; some have no knee left; 
hands to heal and to bless life; these are the 
Gifts of The Father, fashioned by My Mother in 
the Sacred Heart Temple. What for? To comb your 
hair? Ah, no --- to go forth and serve in the 
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Heavenly Father's Cause and bring His Kingdom 
here on Earth. 

This very morning as hundreds and thousands 
repeat the "Our Father" I can name maybe a hun""' 
dred who get the efficacy within it. Our Father 
Which art in Heaven hallowed -- that is holy 
be Thy Name. Thy Kingdom come on Earth, that is 
through you; Thy Kingdom come on Earth as It is 
in Heaven. Beloved ones, think on this! Forgive 
us our debts, AS we forgive our debtors, That 
little word "as" is slurred over. Oh, yes, we 
wish to be forgiven but we will be forgiven in 
like measure as we forgive those who have tres 
passed against us. Then the magnificent surrender 
"for Thine is the Kingdom and the Power and the 
Glory for ever". Is it -- for you? 

Take that prayer this week -- Catholic or Pro 
testant version as you wish -- ask Me to show 
you in feeling what is within It, and I will. 
That is My Reason for Being. 

My love, that of Saint Germain, and My Holy 
Mother ~bide with you now and always. 

ACTIVITY OF THE ASCENSION 

The Ascension in the Light can be explained 
in very simple terms by stating that it means 
accepting and holding in one's consciousness the 
Perfection alive within the One Consciousness 
of all life and not deviating from a State of 
Listening Grace to accept or permit the intrusion 
of any negative thought or feeling! 
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I know whereof I speak for I practiced this 
Truth by acknowledging that One Life within Me, 
and that Consciousness was a magnet to nourish 
the Perfection which I had the privilege of 
holding within My Being until such time as I 
was counselled by My Guru to let it further 
expand in order for the Process of the Ascension 
of My lower garments -- the absorption into the 
Light - to take place. 

I had been told, and truly, that at the time 
of My Ascension, it would be a simple matter, 
through the activity of the Holy Breath flowing 
constantly through My garments, for Me to re 
lease My expanded Consciousness until it encom 
passed the entire Planet. At the time this was 
accomplished, every part of life abiding upon the 
Earth experienced a pulsating uplift of spirit, 
for that which raises the vibratory action of 
one part of Life, raises all! 

Since it was My privilege to make a public 
Ascension, can you not realize that this was 
done in order that the mankind of this Earth 
could see with their phsyical sight that the 
Transition from the Earthplane could be accom 
plished, not only by One who had worn a garment 
of flesh, but by all who walk the Earth! This 
process of the Ascension in the Light was. the 
means by which all men were intended to "graduate" 
to the Heavenly Realms of a Higher Spiral. 

The Ascension in the Light will be a natural 
activity of one's evolution in the Incoming 
Golden Age for it was practiced by many in pre 
vious Ages of Perfection. At the time of the 
downfall of man into the deceptive lower or human 
consciousness, that state of degradation spread 
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like a wild fire throughout the Earth even as 
dread diseases ravage the vehicles of some in 
dividuals in embodiment at the present time. I 
just give this to you as a simile of the rapid 
ity with which contagion takes place, until 
through some Formula of the Medical Profession 
this proliferation is stemmed! 

I admonish you, beloved ones, to think seri 
ously, and remind your consciousness when it 
descends below the level of the Christ Con 
sciousness, that you have a God Formula always 
at your disposal ••••. and that is the Power 
of the Attention. Coupled with the Purifying 
Power of the Sacred Fire, you can, through your 
attention, remedy any imperfection THE VERY 
INSTANT that it presents itself upon the door 
step of your consciousness! 

Please understand that I know full well the 
trials and tribulations of the human conscious 
ness, and I, too, wore a garment of flesh and 
had four vehicles of expression on the Earth 
but through the Graciousness and the Pure Love 
of My Holy Mother Who always held the Divine 
Concept ·for Me, I always had an enfolding Mantle 
about Me which assisted Me in sustaining that 
consciousness of Perfection. She has reminded 
you many times that She is holding that Immacu 
late Concept for you and for all mankind! If 
One holds a Sacred Gift for you at al times, 
why do you not accept that Gift which will be 
your Freedom in the Light? Ah , yes, you do per 
mit the human consciousness to intrude! 

May I suggest that the Mighty Serapis Bey, 
who is the enfolding Spirit of the Ascension 
Flame for this Planet, is always willing to assist 
you, and awaits your Call to Him through which 
He may further assist you in the Ascension of 
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your consciousness out of the lower strata of the 
human into the One Consciousness of Perfection! 

Oh, how all of Us Who abide in the Kingdom 
of Perfection long to give you the added assist 
ance required to attain and abide in the Cosmic 
Christ Consciousness from which there shall be 
no receding -- always expanding that avenue of 
Perfection to which you have attuned your con 
sciousness through the centuries! All the be 
loved chelas under Our Direction have glorious 
and expansive Causal Bodies, and those Gifts and 
Virtues in that Fount of Perfection will flow 
freely for the enrichment of your individual 
lifestreams and for all life! 

Love that Mighty Christ Presence within you! 
Love that Lord, Thy God, and have no other •strange 
gods' , which are of the human consciousness before 
you! As many Religious Beliefs commemorate the 
Feast of My Individual Ascension in the Light, 
please be assured that on that, and all days, I 
shall infiltrate your consciousness with the 
Conviction of your Victorious Accomplishment in 
the Light, and with every release of the Holy 
Breath flowing through Me, I shall energize the 
Ascension Flame - alive within you and all life! 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Those who learn to love the Father live only 
to serve Him. Those who truly wish to express 
love of the Father must come to a conscious 
realization of His Ever-Presence. Then the Gift 
of Life, the precious qualifying centers of 
thought and feeling, the already manifest bless 
ings drawn forth through individual use of con 
sciousness become truly the gift given to Him, 
not only at the Holy Season but all the year 
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through. Each man may make some gift of quali 
fied life to The Father and then, as the associa 
tion proves a happy one, the entire life, purpose 
and activity of the self is laid at the feet of 
The Father in joyous surrender. Having experi 
enced the ecstacy of such surrender, I can 
recommend it to all men seeking peace and free 
dom from self-seeking. 

PREPARATION OF A WORLD TEACHER 

My Beloved Master, Lord Divine, asked Me to 
give you an explanation of the preparation of a 
World Teacher since I have passed through the 
experience and initiation Myself. 

The cosmic cycle of spiritual nourishment 
required to mature a newly born Spirit Spark, 
takes approximately fourteen thousand years. 
That is one complete revolution of the Cosmic 
Wheel; two thousand years being under the speci 
fic radiation of each one of the Seven rays 
through the directed energies of the Chohan re 
presenting that Ray, 

As the Cosmic Wheel turns, it is similar to 
the advancing seasons upon your Earth, all of 
which are required to bring to maturity a harvest 
planted in the Spring, Each two thousand years 
a certain current plays upon the soul of man and 
at the end of the fourteen thousand year cycle, 
the harvest is ready ~ or should be - to be gar 
nered, The great World Teacher, and presiding 
Chohan of the Ray which is to be the Spiritual 
Season in that two thousand year cycle, work 
out together a plan of religion, ceremonial 
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worship and radiation which will best benefit 
the souls of men who are to have the privilege 
of embodiment during that period of time. 

The World Teacher looks upon the radiation 
and the particular gift of that Ray as it will 
flow upon the Earth, Then with His Lieutenants 
He examines the souls who are to embody and have 
the experience of developing within that two 
thousand year cycle, Looking upon the Divine 
Plan, He examines the souls of those who are to 
embody and have the experience of developing 
within that cycle of time. He designs a pattern 
of worship which will stimulate the soul light 
and life in that entire cycle. This was com 
pleted by the Beloved Lord Divine ( then Lord 
Maitreya) preceding My Earth life, The Chris~ 
tian Dispensation was worked out in detail at 
inner levels to give the greatest blessing 
and benediction of the Ray of Devotion through 
the planet Earth and the lifestreams who were 
to evolve and develop during the two thousand 
years while the Sixth Ray was predominant. 

When it was completed a great Cosmic Council 
was called and this presentation of the entire 
Christian Dispensation was thrown upon the Cosmic 
Screen, showing how it would be first originated 
and developed by a humble group of individuals; 
then how it would be matured as greater intensity 
of the Ray began to play through those who would 
dedicate themselves to such service. 

At the close of this presentation, volunteers 
were asked who might choose to partake of the great 
privilege and honor of bringing the first impulse 
of that Dispensation through the veil of birth 
into the physical appearance world, Many of Us, 
having such tremendous love for mankind, and 
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being eager to see the fulfillment of God's Will 
on Earth, volunteered, and from these volunteers 
Lord Di vino, looking at the Causal Body and the 
development through the ages and the specialized 
talents and characteristics of the lifestreams, 
chose My Beloved Mother, Myself, My Beloved 
Father and the Disciples. All of those were 
among the volunteers! 

Lord Di vino was required to test the strength 
of each one, and through the process of initia 
tion certain lifestreams were eliminated. Finally, 
the heart group who were to perform the pagean 
try in the world of form was consecrated and 
blessed by Lord Divina and sent to the Temples 
of Purification to await the summons by the Karmic 
Board. At the moment when their part in the 
Divine Drama was about to be enacted, Joseph, 
Mary and the Disciples appeared in physical 
bodies in various places, seemingly humble in 
dividuals, and most of them, not remembering 
much of the inner vision or vow but awaiting the 
Cosmic Moment when that clarion call, which is 
invisible and known only to the heart, would go 
forth and summon them to fulfill their destiny. 

I, too, at the Cosmic Moment was called ••• I, 
too, received the blessings of Lord Divina, I, 
too, was bound and passed through the period of 
forgetfulness and took a earth body, I, too, 
awoke to a world of form, to a world of shadows 
and had to find within Myself the reason and 
purpose of My Being. Well do I remember those 
early days in Egypt when I was taken at a tender 
age into those temples, where I learned the law 
before the priest. Well do I remember My gra 
titude for the love of My Mother and My Father 
which balanced the austerity, the discipline, 
the tremendous pressure required of even a child 
who applied for mastery in one of the Temples at 
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Luxor. I remember the first day when suddenly 
the consciousness of Lord Di vino entered My Own! 
Then it seemed as if I had awakened from a bad 
dream. When I saw with the clarity of the inner 
sight His glorious shining face, and I said with 
every fibre and cell of My being, "Oh, Father, 
Oh, Father"! And back on that beam of energy 
came the joy of His heart in that recognition, 
"My Son, My Son"! Never again did I walk alone! 
Closer and closer We drew; no veil between, no 
shadow that could claim power; one with the 
Christ, and He one with God! 

And so I grew, matured, and fulfilled a hum 
ble part in the destiny of this great evolution. 
It was My Joy to walk the paths of Earth. It 
was My joy to show My confidence in that Father 
in manifest works. It was My joy to walk the 
path. to Golgotha, and it was My joy to burRt 
forth triumphant from the tomb! 

Do you know the hardest experience of that 
whole life? The part1ng on the Hill of Bethany 
into the Ascended Christ; the leaving of dear 
hearts and consciousnesses that I knew yet needed 
comfort and strength; the leaving of My Mother 
and John and those who had loved Me well! Yet 
had the magnetic pull Of My love turned earth 
ward, the currents would have been broken. Every 
atom and cell of My being had to be sent up into 
the Heart of the Electronic Presence, to make 
FOR YOU the pattern of the ASCENSION, which it 
is your joy and your destiny to fulfill. Beloved 
ones I love you. LOVE YOU NOW ONE ANOTHER! 
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YOUR OWN CHRIST CONSCIOUSNESS 

Beloved Children of Life, beloved Children 
of the Father, beloved friends of many ages! 
You are those with whom I have shared so many 
pilgrimages, stood before so many shrines, wor 
shipped at so many altars in the long course of 
evolution. You have been seeking the Kingdom 
of God, the right use of the energy of life and 
the return of the self conscious mastery. With 
in the heartbeat this mastery is part of the 
remembrance of the days before the shadows fell 
on Earth, when men and women walked in freedom, 
dignity and mastery. The use of life was con 
secrated and dedicated to widening the borders 
of that ever expanding Kingdom of Heaven and the 
weaving into the pattern of form of the magni 
ficent perfection known at inner levels of con 
sciousness. 

The restless, surging energy which propels 
the soul on the search for Truth is motivated 
by those memories of the divine mastery and dig 
nity, to which each individual consciousness 
must again return. 

I wish to convey to you through the spoken 
word a portionofMy consciousness which through 
out the ages you have sought. That conscious 
ness overcame the shadows, limitations, chains 
and appearances of the wo~ld through confidence 
and trust in the power of God! 

It is that 
contemplation, 
the dedication 
longer do your 

confidence which comes through 
through application and through 

of your vital energies until no 
feelings swear allegiance to the 
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shadows; until no longer are the energies of 
your auras set into turbulent motion by those 
frightening appearances (in truth these appear 
ances have not more power than you give unto 
them) ; until each one of you comes into the full 
maturity of your own Christ consciousness. Such 
Christ consciousness has overcome all sense of 
allegiance to the appearances that frighten, dis 
tress and disturb the mankind of Earth. 

One such man anchored in feeling in the all 
power of God is enough in any age to transform 
the energies of the masses. It is to educate 
and develop within your feelings that surety, 
that conviction, that the power of God invoked 
does act without fail, that We come again, again 
and again. In each such visitation We anchor 
a little more of the fire substance of Our worlds 
through your feeling worlds, your mind conscious 
ness, your etheric bodies and your flesh. 

After such a visitation, there is another 
portion of the energies of your various vehicles 
that is permanently God qualified and God con 
secrated and that can never again be qualified 
with the creations of the human octave. 

Wise is he who places his consciousness with 
in and who presses his bodies against the living 
Presence of the Masters of Wisdom and through 
contagion absorbs into the energies of his being 
that confidence and faith in the power of the 
Almighty! 

To you who cling so strongly to the belief 
of the ages, it seems a slow process, this trans 
mutation, this manifestation in works of that 
which your consciousness grasps mentally. Believe 
Me, however, the weaving of the chains and the 
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drawing of the energies of limitation into 
worlds has been an exceedingly slow process 
It has engaged the free will of your life 
the use of your faculties for millions and 
lions of years. 

Therefore, be not discouraged in your first 
endeavors to set the worlds of your consciousness 
in order, to drive from your individual temples 
the many lurking fears and doubts, suspicions 
and uncertainties. 

your 
too. 
and 

mil- 

If you could see with the inner sight the 
centuries upon centuries that your l.:i.festreams 
have spent in drawing those unpleasant visitors 
into your temples, you would rejoice that you 
are finding freedom and access to the Kingdom 
of Heaven as speedily as you are. 

Mankind so loosely accept blessings. Even here 
below, the blessed Forces of the Elements. that 
have served so ceaselessly through the ages have 
received in return scant thanks for their con 
stancy. Without their service mankind could 
not have survived in the effluvia of their own 
thoughts and feelings. 

Still less has the Source of all light,(the 
Father-Mother God) received the gratitude from 
those who use His life so freely, pressing it 
through the senses in the wanton use of free 
will, in the enjoyment of"every passing pleasure. 
People have such happiness in the use of life, 
yet loving life itself so little that neither 
reverence nor gratitude has gone to the Source 
which has sustained that life and that Individ 
ualized consciousness for millions and millions 
of years on this Earth alone, not to speak of 
those aeons of time before incarnation on the 
Earth was a manifest fact. 

Mankind must come to an understanding today 
that the Source which supplies life, which gives 
intelligence, which endows each separate con 
sciousness with free will, has a purpose in such 
an investment! Mankind must come back to its 
Source and, bowing the knee before It, ask for 
revelation as to that purpose. Then in humility, 
in gratitude for opportunity, proceed to weave 
out of their own lives the fulfillment of that 
purpose! 

Wherein is man's merit in doing the Will of 
God, the God from whence life itself has come? 
Oh! the joy that should be within the hearts of 
those who have even a mental concept of the Di 
vine Plan! How willingly and joyously should 
the energies be consecrated to the fulfillment 
of that plan, to the exclusion of all personal 
interest! To think that in the course of one 
short Earth Life, the iniquities of millions of 
years might be wiped out, should be a cause for 
tremendous gratitude. How wonderful to know 
that in one life of gratitude in action there 
can be fulfilled the purpose for which indi 
vidualization and sustenance of consciousness 
was ordained. 

Until mankind come to this day, they shall 
not know happiness, they shall not know free 
dom. Those of you who have forsworn the world 
of pleasure; those of you who have returned to 
the feet of the Masters; those of you who have 
woven your energies through these years into the 
creation of these magnificent forcefields, are 
most fortunate among men and women, most fortun 
ate that the vow which you took before the Source 
of all Light, is being fulfilled through your 
energies. At the close of this Earth life, when 
you stand again in the Halls of Karma, you may 
say, "I have fulfilled my purpose. I have ful 
filled my vow. I have therefore returned with 
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sheaves of accomplishment in my hands." You 
will hear the words of the Father "Well done, 
thou good, thou faithful servant." 

Believe, Me, when I say, nothing matters on this 
Earth except that you make that record, that you 
hold those sheaves within your conscious hands 
and that you have endured unto the end; that you 
have waited the summons of your Presence and 
passed yet in active service into the Realms of 
Light! 

Your service is a voluntary one, Children of 
God. No one asked you to come and no one asked 
Me. No one asked the great Saint Germain or My 
Holy Mother to come --- only the love of life, 
the love of God and the desire to see His King 
dom come prompted any lifestream to bend the 
knee before the Karmic Board. Only such love 
could take a vow to render a more than ordinary 
assistance; to bear a more than ordinary cross; 
to expiate karma not one's own and to abide in 
exile on a planet groaning on its axis! 

Remember, love prompted you to come and love 
must bind you together while yet you here remain! 
While that love for God beats strong for the 
heart, that love fills your feelings for the 
Master and that love passes through you for your 
fellow worker and your fellowman, you are secure! 
When that love turns to bitterness, to resent 
ment, to rebellion, to spiritual inertia, or 
spiritual depletion, then within the privacy of 
your own hearts and rooms, call for the spiritual 
vitality, call for the spiritual assistance from 
above. Let it return to you that warmth, that 
joy, that enthusiasm which you knew before you 
took an Earth body, when you stood with Saint 
Germain in the freedom of the inner levels and 

saw a planet God free. You then saw men and 
women in Freedom's robes; no sickness, n0 dis 
ease, no death known. More than once in the 
course of an Earth life is it necessary for 
Cosmic Vitality and the infusion of Spiritual 
Energy to sustain you. No man is complete in 
himself. The great and mighty Archangel Michael, 
the beloved Gabriel, the beloved Raphael, all 
the members of the Archangels sustained My Mother, 
My Father and Myself, During that night in 
Gethsemane, the presence of the Archangels gave 
to me the courage to renew My vow! When I was 
alone; when those who loved Me best were sleep 
ing; when the future held another sweet spring 
time, the birds sang sweetly and the early flow 
ers were blooming, the salt spray from the sea 
was in My nostrils, and the vital fire of a body 
that never knew illness was invigorated by the 
pulsation of resurrection, then I choose to give 
that life! 

We see, oh -- better than you know -- We see 
the individual depletions ahd renewals! I but 
ask you to remember that as I received assistance, 
so may you! Wise are you that abide within it! 
Wise are you that expose your souls and spirits 
at every opportunity to the spiritual vitality 
that flows from the Archangels through the Earth. 

After the passing of My Father, one of the 
most difficult of My experiences was leaving My 
beloved Mother and making that pilgrimage into 
the heart of Asia. There I met the Being Whom 
you know as the Divine Director. There I dwelt 
with Him, learning to measure in My Own Con 
sciousness and make My Own, the few short affir 
mations which He gave Me. One of the Lessons 
which passed from His mighty consciousness to 
all of Us who gathered round Him, was that no 
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prayer or mantrum, as He called them, or decree 
had efficacy unless the consciousness within 
itself, in feeling, both accepted and understood 
the truth affirmed. 

We were taught there the power of mental con 
centration upon the mantrum which was Ours to 
use and We were asked through the energies of Our 
Own forcefield, or Own auras, to draw forth the 
truth of that mantrum until it was visible to 
the Guru. We were not given another application 
until every fibre and cell of Our beings confirmed 
Our affirmation and We had made it Our Own in 
practical, manifest fact. 

Some remained for thirty or forty years work 
ing on the phrase "I AM THAT I AM", Some re 
mained an entire embodiment upon "I AM the Res 
urrection and the Life," There was no favoritism. 
There was nothing that could forward Our pro 
gress except the externalized truth which was 
contained within that portion of the Law which 
the Guru gave to us. He gave it to us sparingly 
as though the breath of life contained within 
the aphorism could never be used again until 
the Kingdom was at hand! 

Mank.ind and the world does not realize the 
reverence with which the great Masters and Teach 
ers, the Sages and Saints, treat life. Mankind 
that devours truths, digests them little and 
makes them not their own, has much to learn about 
the disciplines that accompany the development 
of consciousness within the Retreats of the 
world. 

Many, many who applied to the Divine Director 
were not even given a single worded expression 

throughout that embodiment, for that great Being 
did not feel that their light and consciousness 
warranted the investment of His energies and 
the corresponding responsibility which would en 
ter the world of the student, if he could not 
make that truth fact! 

These aspirants sat within the aura of the 
Master throughout an entire embodiment just con 
tent to touch the hem of His garment (aura). 
They were content to feel their own weak spiri 
tual energies flowing upward on His constant 
upsurge of adoration and devotion to God. They 
were hoping that perhaps within their own aura 
some day or hour there might be kindled a mag 
netic spark which would draw even a flicker of 
interest from His eyes, a nod of His head or the 
benediction from His hand, and genuflecting to 
ground when such recognition was accorded them 
without a spoken word. 

For Myself I joined those pilgrims with no 
announcement. I sat with the others in the 
nameless circle and the Master in deep contem 
plation and meditation made no sign that He knew 
of My presence. I was not heralded as the 
Messiah, or singled out for favors. I was to 
rise or fall like any man or woman on My own 
light. I would not have wished to have it other 
wise! When mankind and students who strive for 
'place' come to an understanding of this, their 
hearts will know peace. 

The moment the pupil is ready, the Master 
appears! The moment the pupil is ready for more 
knowledge, the knowledge is given. The moment 
the Earth is tilled, the new seed is sown. We, 
Who seem now so prolific in the sowing of Our 
seeds, do so because long after your world cycle 
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is completed, and you stand in the God-free 
realm, there will be men and women who will base 
their life upon this Law. As one Who took so 
eagerly that single phrase "I AM the Resurrection 
and the Life" so grateful that I had been accorded 
the privilege and tpe honor of receiving from 
the lips of the Guru some workable knowledge to 
make My Own, I say to you who are so blessed, 
receiving this instruction without limit, you 
would be wise to reverence the gift and counsel 
given. 

Forty-eight hours after I had received that 
affirmation "I AM the Resurrection and the Life" 
as you know, the fullness of My mission was re 
vealed to Me and I had accomplished the purpose 
of My visit. I shall ever be grateful to that 
Blessed One Who gave Me the key. Remember, how 
ever, I prepared the soil for its sowing and 
after it was given Me, My life had to nourish 
and develop the plant and the harvest. When I 
left there was no farewell. The circle of hope 
ful ones did not even know one pilgrim was re 
moved from their midst. The Master did not even 
open His eyes or gesture. All the way back across 
the hot sands of India, across the rough stones 
of the hills, I rejoiced over and over in the 
richness I had received from the Being, in that 
phrase alone -- "I AM the Resurrection and the 
Life." I builded from it a ministry that stands 
today as a manifest example that it is not neces 
sarily the amount of knowledge but the application 
of the knowledge given which brings results- 
themselves a proof of Mastery and Freedom to 
mankind! 

Take not these words and this instruction 
lightly! Take it home, into your consciousness and 
into your heart. Weave into manifest form around 
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you an aura so that your Guru looking upon you 
will say "this student is ready to be entrusted 
with more truth, with greater powers, with a 
deeper understandtng of the Law. 

EXTERNALIZING THE GIFTS OF 
THE CAUSAL BODY 

"I AM" He Who is often referred to as The 
Prince of Peace, and I come into the atmosphere 
of Earth today bringing all the momentum of that 
Quality which it has been My privilege to gather 
through the centuries ••.. Peace, blessed Peace 
that which the hearts of men on this Planet so 
crave. There is no soul upon this Earth who, 
within the recesses of his being, does not desire 
Peace. 

We know that the fanatics, the zealots, are 
those who are using the Sixth Ray Quality of 
Peace in a negative manner, and once their en 
thusiasm can be channeled into a constructive 
endeavor, since they have great momentums of 
peace in their lifestreams, the stockpile of 
that Virtue for the Earth will be tremendously 
expanded. 

My Mission upon this Globe was to externalize 
the Gifts and Powers of Perfection which I had 
garnered through the ages. It was essential that 
I keep My four lower vehicles at Peace, so that 
My Christ Self could draw from My Causal Body 
those Treasures which I had 'laid up in Heave~' 
--the storehouse of My Being. After 1 had proven 
that I was able to do this ( through tremendous 
discipline, mind you) I was privileged or given 
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the opportunity of drawing upon the Nature of 
the then World Teacher, Beloved Lord Maitreya, 
(now the Buddha, Lord Divina). 

When it was My opportunity to serve as World 
Teacher with Beloved Kuthumi,(note: The Beloved 
Master Jesus has now advanced to the Office of 
Cosmic Christ) there were many unascended life 
streams to whom I offered to channel the Gifts 
of My Lifestream into the evolutions of this 
Earth. In most instances there were those who were 
associated with Me during My Mission upon this 
Earth, and Who have deeply embedded the memories 
of those days when We served the common purpose 
of showing the peoples of this Earthplane that 
each had a Christ Self, Who would, and could, 
show them the way back Home, given the oppor 
tunity of directing the energies of their life 
streams. Some of these blessed chelas are those 
who have not yet completely accepted within their 
vehicles that this is now the Seventh Ray Dis 
pensation, clinging tenaciously to the Sixth Ray. 

I ask those who still feel so strongly in 
this regard, to counsel with Me and I will assist 
them in the forward change to the Seventh Ray 
vibration. You know, permit Me to say, that this 
reluctance is born of the human which finds change 
distasteful. I know the Way! I have walked the 
Path to Victory before you! I offer My assist 
ance! Please let Me help you! 

As I was permitted during My Ministry on 
Earth to show the way to others, so have you 
been instructed through the years to be the Way 
showers of men. I most enthusiastically and 
prayerfully counsel you to follow the instruction 
which We of the Spiritual Hierarchy have given 
you these many years. You realize, of course, 

that this can only be accomplished through hold 
ing the Peace, and through the radiation of Pure 
Di vine Love and Tolerance of your fellow-traveler. 

I wish to emphasize the fact that you have 
been, and still are being prepared, to release 
The Gifts of your Causal Body. None have yet 
realized the importance of your own Spiritual 
Bank, upon which you can draw the various Virtues 
which are so required for the evolutions of the 
Earth at this chaotic time. The day is fast 
approaching when you are going to be in contact 
with larger groups of people, and for that mo 
ment you have to be in readiness as a "conductor" 
of the God Qualities which you have builded 
through the ages, in preparation for this day. 
We come to counsel you for the benefaction of 
all upon this Planet, not for your personal ad 
vancement, alone. We are accountable to the 
Spiritual Law for the release of Our energy, 
and its investment in you, and it is expedient 
that you realize this. 

Now, in your own personal experience, re 
garding your own vehicles, please do not limit 
your Causal Body in that It is only permitted 
to function in the Higher Realms. If you are 
expressing any form of distress of disintegra 
tion, that is because of your acceptance of the 
negative. It is comparatively simple for you 
to turn your attention to your Causal Body and 
allow the perfection you once knew to flow 
through and rejuvenate your vehicles, and bring 
to your conscious disposal all that is required 
for that externalization of Perfection, and in 
so doing, be a Radiating Center of God's Gifts 
for all mankind. 

Further, the Etheric Realm is literally 
'burstingwithPerfection, just waiting for some 
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obedient and illumined lifestreams to tune in to 
the Gifts therein and channel them into the 
Earthplane. Oh the wondrous blessings which that 
magnificent Exponent of God's Will, Beloved El 
Marya has obediently received from the Cosmic 
"I AM" Presence and released to the other Direc 
tors of the Rays, to have Them add all the Beauty 
and Talents of Their Beings, and all that Glo 
rious Perfection is waiting, waiting, for you 
and other illumined and trained lifestreams to 
lower into the atmosphere of Earth, through the 
art of Listening Grace and Obedience to the Will 
of God. Seriously contemplate these words, and 
show Us, your Teachers, that Our investment in 
you can bear further fruit for the expansion of 
Perfection upon this Planet! I have confidence 
inyourability to do so, and I shall be waiting, 
watching and praying for your expanded illum 
ination and obedience to the Will of God. 

Blessed hearts of Light, please understand 
that it is because We love you, and know your 
great potential, that We continually prod you, 
but at the same time glancing at your lifestreams 
individually, I can say unreservedly, that it 
is because of the wonderful expansion of your 
Light that We find great promise in your endeav 
ors, and know that you are on the threshold of 
manifesting the glorious Perfection of the Her 
itage which The Creator has invested in you, 
individually. God Speed that day! 

A word about Shamballa. The Assembly in the 
Etheric Realm over Long Island is well pleased 
with the cooperation of the chelas of THE BRIDGE 
TO FREEDOM thus far, and it is Our heart-prayer 
that you will continue in your participation of 
this God-ordained Project Blessed be your 
obedient lifestreams Your names are 
inscribed in Living Light on the Scroll for the 

building of Shamballa, an opportunity and a 
privilege which you have wholeheartedly accept 
ed. One day, when you are Ascended and Free, 
you will see what this has done for the advance 
ment of your lifestreams on the Path to Spiritual 
Freedom in the Light! 

The Light which is blazing forth from the 
Etheric Shamballa is so powerful and sublime, 
truly it is a wonder that the physical eyes of 
the people who live on this Holy Isle do not see 
its beauty in the Heavens. We are anticipating 
that some will have that ecstacy of joyful vis 
ual participation in Its release. We know the 
chelas will experience great happiness while the 
Home of the Spiritual Hierarchy is opened to 
them, for the buoyancy of the acceptance of the 
activities of the Hierarchy is finding a welcome 
in their etheric vehicles which surely will 
infiltrate the other lower garments. 

The chelas all over the Planet who are so 
assidiously serving the Cause of World Good 
bring immense gratitude to their Elder Brothers 
and Sisters Who have preceded them into God 
Freedom. Every movement, every gesture, of the 
Assembled Guests at Shamballa is of a poetic 
quality, and the Cosmos is enriched by the Glo 
rious Harmony of the Spheres. Your part in the 
activities is of noteworthy calibre, blessed 
children of Light. 

Beloved Holy AEolus and the Goddess of Liberty, 
in particular, have asked that I convey Their 
gratitude, as well as that of the entire Hier 
archy in the nourishment which your love has 
given the Little Doves. When first released, 
they were about the size of the little fireflies, 
as you were told, and they have now grown to the 
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Proportions of a fully grown Dove. Truly are 
they the Harbingers of the Peace which shall, 
by Cosmic Edict, enfold all life upon this Planet, 
and the Earth Herself. We are interested in 
the ingenuity of the chelas in the directives 
which are given to these Doves and their Angelic 
Guardians. Meritorious is this experiment and 
most spiritually rewarding. Continue, beloved 
ones, in this cooperative activity! 

LOVE OF "THE FATHER" 

I come to you today, Oh, My beloved brothers 
and sisters, with all the love of My own heart 
and the blessed outpouring from My Master,Lord 
Maitreya (Lord Divina), from Whose side I have 
come as He stood in the fields of Kashmir this 
day and endeavored through the outpouring of His 
feeling of the Nature of God, to convey to the 
pilgrims assembled, that Love which The Father 
of all Life has for His Children ... a Love that 
is unchanging, and intensified in Its pressure 
and power with every beat of the Celestial Heart 
of that Great God, which never takes into con 
sideration in that loving the worthiness or the 
merit of one enfolded in that Presence. 

The Love of the Father has been My Message 
since I was first vested with the glorious oppor 
tunity of bringing the joyous words to man, that 
their Father was not to be considered as a Being 
of wrath, but rather the loving, kindly and con 
siderate One to whom all had equal access, ac 
cording to the requirements of their individual 
hearts. 

I endeavored to draw before the consciousness 
of the people that it is the Father-God's pleasure 
for each man and woman and child to enjoy the 
Perfection designed by Hirn, and but awaiting the 
acceptance of the consciousness in order to be 
manifest through the lifestrearn. 

Speaking to you, I speak to old Heart Friends. 
Some of you were with us in Egypt and proceeded 
across the great desert into the Promised Land, 
some walked with Me around Jericho and your voice 
joined Mine in that immortal shout of triumph 
before which the walls fell. (The Master was 
Joshua in a previous embodiment.) Some of you 
were with Me in Persia when I, as Zoroaster, 
contemplated the Nature of the Father and em 
bodied His Light; and some walked with Me as 
Apollonius from Tyana, as we drew those great 
currents from the Inner Realms to prepare for 
the Shrines which have come to be such great 
powers in the Christian Dispensation, and some 
of which have not been revealed to the outer 
consciousness. 

Then before I entered incarnation for My fin 
al Mission, I would like to remind you that some 
of you sat with Me around that glorious table 
when the Lord of the World Himself revealed the 
plan by which an initiate was to incarnate and 
bring the fullness of the Nature of God through 
His Consciousness - His Word and His Works which 
would be the permanent record of Christ Incarnate 
for the entire race. 

Do you remember the solemn hush as the Lord 
of the World described that mission, up to, 
through and including the Crucifixion, the Res 
surrection and the Ascension? .. Dq you remember 
the White Robed Figures who rose as one to vol 
unteer for that service. Thirty-six there were 
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who qualified to come, and of that thirty-six My 
Teacher and Master, Lord Mai treya, chose Myself, 
and He chose also My Beloved Mother, and your 
great Heart Friend Saint Germain (Saint Joseph 
in that embodiment). We represented the Trinity 
through which the Mission of the Christ could 
be manifest. 

Then it was My opportunity to call forth My 
twelve disciples, and those other blessed ones 
who would assist Me in a future day. Together 
we all knelt before the King of Kings, and He 
placed His thumb on our foreheads, His hand on 
top of our heads .•. He blessed us and Lord Mai 
treya anointed each one with the Spiritual Oil 
of the Cosmic Christ. Then we were each des 
ignated to go into a particular Temple until the 
Lords of Incarnation could prepare for Us suit 
able vessels timed with the stars, so that all 
might attain their majority at the proper moment. 
The Beloved Joseph and Mary incarnated long be 
for I did, and some of the disciples too, and 
Elizabeth and John the Baptist, and all of those 
who were to prepare for My coming. As each one 
left, we gathered together with that strong heart 
feeling and prayer that we might remember when 
the bonds of forgetfulness and the pull of the 
earth life had dimmed our Mission, our Vow, our 
Promise. 

Finally, the Beloved Marya and Kuthumi (as 
two of the three Wise Men) , and those engaged in 
the study of the stars, knew that the hour for 
My conception and incarnation was about to take 
place. I shall never forget My parting from Lord 
Maitreya -- the Love and Kindness in that great 
and beautiful Presence as He placed His arms 
around Me and breathed a Heart Prayer that I felt 
through the consciousness of My own Being, for 
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He knew how much depended upon My fidelity to 
My vow, and how much depended upon My capacity 
to retain the vision of My service, through those 
early years when I was not to be particularly 
favored among the sons of men. My prayer, too, 
rose with His. 

There is no deeper feeling Blessed Children 
of Light, than that between the Master and the 
pupil .•.. it grows through association, through 
the wonderful knowledge of the Master of the 
very weaknesses of His chosen chela, and as the 
chela comes up over those weaknesses and for the 
first time surmounts a particular temptation ..• 
the joy in the Heart of the Master is beautiful 
to behold. When the chela can call the Master 
"Father" and the Master the chela "Son" -- it is 
as close a tie as that between the Father of all 
Life Himself and every Christ who has attained 
Immortality. 

This is the feeling in the Heart of the Guru 
when His disciple and student is going forth, 
depending upon the strength and the Light which 
he has achieved through the Guru's training, and 
endeavors to render a Cosmic Service in which 
millions of souls will be affected adversely or 
otherwise. If there could be agony in Heaven, 
I would say it is in that hour, and all the love 
and the strength and the Light of the Guru en 
folds the incarnating soul, and all the hope of 
the student ties into the Heart of the Master, 
until even after the memory is gone, that FEELING 
remains of union with "something" beyond and 
above the consciousness of the senses. 

I was privileged, of cause, in being wel 
comed by Beloved Mary, and She provided for Me 
through Her Aura that love and that protection 
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and that spiritual sanctity, without which I 
think I could not have endured those early years 
when My consciousness was not yet developed enough 
to remember My Father's Home, and I shall be 
eternally grateful for the strength of the Be 
loved Saint Germain Who stood by Us. I can see 
as clearly today as in that long ago, the strong 
hands working upon the yoke of an oxen, gently 
and smoothly preparing the wood, that it might 
not give pain to the creature for whom it was 
carved. 

Then the first glimmer of My Memory began to 
return. Oh, happy, happy day .... when out in 
the fields I lay looking at the Sun and for an 
instant there flashed into My consciousness re 
membrance of My Teacher and My connection with 
the Father --- God. I remember walking home 
slowly, and how My Mother, looking at Me, real 
ized that the Christ Self was beginning to take 
hold of My small form. So I can feel for you, 
My children, who are yearning for that connec 
tion with Your Presence. You know how precious 
it was -- you know how sweet the association, for 
you feel it,andit is My JoyandthatofMy Great 
Master to offer to you individually and collec 
tively, OUR FEELING OF ONENESS with your Presence. 
Let that be Our Gift to you. 

I shall not dwell on the well known facts of 
My Ministry, but I shall bring to your remem 
brance again that at the close of this earth 
life, you are going to experience the joy Of the 
Ascension. Oh, how can words describe to blessed 
hearts incarcerated in flesh, the FREEDOM that is 
to be yours, the joy that when there enters 
within your consciousness a thought or a design 
by which to benefit the race, time nor space nor 
anything can limit your instantaneous accomplish 
ment! 
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From one who has passed consciously in the 
full waking outer consciousness of daily life 
under the brilliant sun at noon, and in the pres 
ence of those whom I loved more than life itself, 
into the Home of My Father -- let Me, please, 
dear hearts, convey to you that all of the suf 
fering --- all of the discipline --- all of the 
trials --- all of the renunciation of this earth 
life are worth that instant when t.he pull of earth 
can no longer bind your purified soul, and you 
know FREEDOM! 

Let Me warn you that in your association one 
with another, you can prepare for this hour, and 
the most subtle of your tests will be LOVE! For 
instance, in My own case there was Mary, who had 
taken Me as an infant and in the glory of that 
aura raised My small form, and throughout all My 
Ministry welcomed and accepted every lifestream 
that I chose to bring home, upon My word that 
they were of the Father's Kingdom; sweet John 
who breathed not a breath for himself from the 
instant that I called him; and Peter and James 
and all the others ..... whom I knew were not 
equipped without My Consciousness and My Presence 
to live in the fullness of Life, and yet at that 
moment when the call came I had to decide be 
tween the pull of Love and the call of the 
Presence. 

Who among you facing such a choice would know 
which was the greater service? There are some 
I know would say, "it is better that I stay with 
~Y own lest they fall by the wayside," and yet 
if I had done that the world would not have the 
public example of the Ascension, which has been 
the hope of the Christian world since that time. 
I tell you, dear friends, that is not an easy 
decision 
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Your call will come, each one! Prepare you 
for that h0ur, for that which you love will be 
closest to you, and the subtle feeling had best 
be handled long before that day. In the con 
stant leaving of your every decision to your 
Presence --- "not my will but Thine be done" - 
you are building that momentum, you will not 
suffer such a tug of the heart, and you will save 
yourself much agony and much uncertainty. 

I love you, each one, with a Love that is 
deep and sincere, and it is not based on what 
you are, or on what you have been, but it is 
based on what you shall become, for I have seen 
you in the Heart of the Father and knowing the 
Glory you had with Him before the world was, I 
but anticipate the hour of your full manifestation 
of that Glory while you yet walk the earth. Let 
us no longer be backward-looking through two 
thousand years of time for the miracles that can 
be accomplished today! The world groans with 
pain a~d agony, with sickness, disease, death, 
and corruption -- you alone are the hope of the 
world! Were I to have incarnated again and again 
every hundred years up to the present hour, I 
would have denied YOU THE OPPORTUNITY to become 
that which I AM, and there is no Christ Being 
Who does not allow the development of His fellow 
men into greater glory. 

I IMPLORE YOU, in the Name Of the Father of 
all Life, to set into action those calls by 
which every one of you may walk through those 
hospitals and asylums and restore man to his na 
tural estate. If you love Me, DO THAT WHICH I 
HAVE DONE, and this will be your answer to My 
words spoken this hour. 

In the Name of the Father, in the Name of My 
own Lifestream, and in the Name of the Great Holy 

.. 

Spirit of Life, I give to you the Blessings of 
Love, and the Love of every Brother and Sister 
who has become the Freedom which I AM, 

AN AURA OF PEACE 

Beloved Children of The Father, I cannot tell 
you how beautiful is the experience of conscious 
ly controlling energy through the aura of Peace. 
It was the strength of My Ministry, the heart 
of My Healing, and the very soul of My Ascension. 

Long centuries ago, upon a green topped hill, 
beneath a clear blue sky, I sat and watched the 
fleecy clouds tossed by the wind and the flocks 
of sheep grazing on the hillsides; I was per 
mitted, through the Grace of The Almighty, to 
unfold the glorious sustaining Power of Peace. 
Truly is Peace a Power ,an unction which soothes 
and heals, not on the surface but within the 
recesses of one's being. 

How the world requires the Gifts of Peace 
today. Not t.he inertia of lethargy but the alert 
and watching confidence that comes when one has 
found Peace within himself, between all his ve 
hicles and his intellect, between the forces of 
Nature and his God-hood. And such an one then 
becomes wherever he moves a soothing and Peace 
Commanding-Presence to all life, the human and 
the animal kingdom as well. 

I have recently become cognizant that many 
of Our chelas have taken steps in the direction 
of dispensing that glorious God Attribute of 
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Peace, through the commanding and silent power 
of right which is always the victorious control 
of energy, and which is a true reason for being. 
I come today to bless you for this Spiritual 
Unfoldment. Thank You! 

**************** 

"Not my Will but Thine be done" is not a neg 
ative but rather a positive attitude of thought 
and feeling! The alignment of the Omnipresent, 
Omniscient Presence of God through the individual 
is the practical manifestation of mastery. It is 
not enough to accept the Ever-Presence of God. 
The powers and mastery of God must be magnetized 
and externalize through the individual. This 
was the example I left to humanity. Worship of 
God is not enough. Becoming the fulness of all 
that God has designed for every man is the des 
tiny of the individual and the race. The Gift 
of Life, Intelligence and Consciousness is for 
a reason. That reason must be pursued through 
earnest, individual contemplation. Then only 
will man know peace and through experience know 
the fruits of his contemplation in works well 
done. 
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JESUS - MASTER DIVINE 

Jesus - Master Divine! 
Jesus - sweet Brother mine; 

Let Thy light through me shine - 
Possess my world today! 

Take Thou my hand - and hold it fast; 
Let me express Thy peace at last; 

Flood now my world with all Thou hast - 
I CLAIM THY VICTORY NOW! 

Jesus - Thou art my Lord! 
Jesus - the 111 AM" Word! 

Blue Lightning is the Sword 
Which cuts me free today! 

Hold Thou for me my God-control - 
Now purify - complete - my soul; 

Keep me up-reaching toward my goal - 
Thou art the Guide for me! 
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Jesus - I love Thy Name! 
Jesus - Its power and fame 

Transmute by Violet Flame 
All shadows of this world! 

I call Thee now - COME! BLAZE THY LIGHT! 
COME ! SET ME FREE - 

MAKE ALL THINGS RIGHT ! 
Help me let flow my "I AM" might - 

My Plan Divine fulfill! 
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TRUTH, IF APPLIED WILL SET YOU FREE 

Beloved, blessed friends of Light, who have 
loved Me long and love Me still, grateful indeed 
"I AM" for your presence on this day which is a 
memory sweet in rnany respects to My heart, and 
yet a day in which I had to leave so much yet 
unsaid and undone, into the keepiYlg of My Mother. 
beloved John, and the Disciples, with a prayerful 
heart that the vision and dispensation which has 
lasted two thousand years, might be anchored firm 
ly through those blessed ones, some whom renounce 
ed the Ascension at the time of My Own Victory, in 
order to bring and to keep in the emotional, 
mental, etheric and physical consciousness of 
mankind, not only the radiation which "I AM", 
but the instruction which I gave, which has 
formed, of course the basis for the Christian 
philosophy, 

Oh beloved ones, it is with grateful hearts 
that We honor every sincere chela who has helped 
Us to open the bridge from Divinity's Realm into 
the realm of the outer consciousness so that 
Those of Us Who have been glorified and honored 
by many. many centuries of men, may no longer 
have to confine Our instruction and radiation 
to the small amount of recorded doctrine which 
We presented, and of course through the cha nne Ls 
of energy through unascended beings who have had 
great love and devotion to Us. No longer are 
the small Gospels the full extent of My teachings 
to the peoples of Earth, for the open door has 
allowed Us from Divinity• s Realm to bring to you 
now, from the past and in the more glorious fu 
ture that is to come, more and more of eternal 
verities of that Truth which I said long ago 
and re-affirm THAT TRUTH, IF APPLIED, WILL SET 
YOU FREE! 
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Beloved ones, as the great Lord of the World 
said to you so recently, and I repeat, all of the 
instruction and knowledge if not applied individ 
ually through your own precious application and 
experimentation with that knowledge and that 
law, will not give you freedom nor self-mastery 
over energy and vibration. This I know through 
My Own personal experience. When I had attained 
that mastery for which I was born without sin, 
good men and women enjoying the miracles so 
called, which such mastery made easy to manifest, 
preferred to see the fruits, and very few lis 
tened to the Law by which they themselves might 
have become Master over the appearances of sick 
ness ,disease, disintegration and even so-called 
death. 

Beloved ones, "I AM" grateful for opportunity 
to affirm and to re-affirm to you that the impor 
tance of receiving knowledge, insofar as your 
soul growth is concerned, is the actual practical 
experimentation with that knowledge received, 
even though at first your results may not express 
to you full perfection. Why? Because as your in 
dividual Presence pours Its Light through you, 
which is the very beat of your heart, that life 
essence is colored by your feelings thoughts and 
your memories, as well as all the traits of char 
acter of the present physical personality, and 
you are subject likewise to the mass ties of 
limitation and distress. Therefore it takes the 
bold, the constant, the trusting, the faithful 
and the wise to continue to experiment with the 
Cosmic Law, and as beloved Saint Germain did be 
fore He was ascended, even if you do not have 
full manifestation on your first try, or on twenty 
years application, there is nothing wrong with 
the Law, beloved ones. It is just that your 
channel has not been purified sufficiently so that 
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the same gifts and powers which I used merely to 
be the example of what every man, woman and child 
should be, are yours today, not in some far dis 
tant heaven with streets lined with gold! The 
mastery over energy and distress is not required 
there, for all is peace, beauty, harmony and per 
fection. Why should I then have come through the 
veil of birth and live in a world of great darkness 
if it was not that the great Father of us all 
desired to show to the people of My generation 
and those of succeeding generations who believed 
on My chronicled life, what could be done by a 
man wearing a coat of flesh. 

Your Earth today is in a great period of chaos. 
The strongest points of light, even as in My day, 
are focuses for the remnants of discord. I say 
to you, that Light and that Life, which is the· 
gift of the Father of ALL, that beats your hearts, 
IS all powerful in and through you, when your mo 
tive is sincere and you are selfless in the desire 
to give the gifts from your own Causal Body for 
the illumination, harmonization of the distresses 
of mankind, elemental life and imprisoned Angels. 

I love the Angels! All during that Earth life, 
the great Archangels and lesser Angels were My 
companions, Mother, Herself, coming of the King 
dom. Oh, to see Angels imprisoned in gross form, 
with such great feeling for Our perfected realm, 
and yet willing to so remain because Earth is 
not yet free. 

I love the Elemental Life, that beautiful Life 
that has given and is giving you so freely of 
Itself, and I love the great Holy Christ Flame 
within your heart which shall one day be master 
over every bit of the energy and vibration which 
you have qualified destructively, until the upper 
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parts of your bodies are blazing with Its Light; 
until your hands become as Mine, conductors of 
the Healing Flame from God's Own Heart; until 
where you stand death ceases to be, and LIFE 
Itself is manifest again indignity. These things 
I came but to teach you, that they could be done 
by other men and women. Yet even those who lived 
within My aura, slept within the compass of My 
Mother's Home, when first they attempted to call 
forth those powers, returned to Me distressed 
because human appearance yielded not, and they 
had physical proximity to My Presence for a 
number of years. 

You have now proximity to My Presence. Those 
of you who thought enough of Me to make a short 
pilgrimage to My Presence. You have proximity 
to Me by merely mentioning My Name! My Name - 
which I have given to all mankind as a protec 
tion against any and all evil and distressing 
thoughts, feelings and pressures. in the NAME 
OF THE ASCENDED JESUS CHRIST men and women have 
healed, they have suffered privation and have 
come forth victorious. They have learned and 
used the powers of levitation and precipitation, 
They have ministered unto those who were temp 
orarily under the spell of seeming illness. In 
the Name of the Ascended Jesus Christ, I speak 
now to every chela on this planet Earth and who 
believes in My Presence and My capacity to speak 
in this day and age! 

It is time for each one of you to become Christ 
in Action! I do not enjoy the solitary confine 
ment upon the pillars of marble. It would be a 
lonely heaven were I there alone. Thank God, it 
is not so! There are many Sons and Daughters of 
Light, as you well know, Who are My Companions 
and many superior Beings, so far above Me on the 
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ladder of Di vine evolution that I cannot even see 
the outline of Their "I AM" Presence or Their 
White Fire Bodies by the very radiance of Their 
Light. So it is with you as you move upward and 
forward on the Path of self-mastery, always be 
sure that there is some one on the rung below 
you whom you are lifting to take the place on 
that rung on the ladder as you move onward into 
greater and greater Light. 

John and Mother Mary chose to take that place 
for Me, and thus on that morning I was enabled 
to quietly and unostentatiously walk up that 
grassy path to the top of Bethany's Hill and 
have just a little solitude, watching the Sun 
rise, enjoying the beauties of Earth before My 
beloved Disciples and those who came to wonder 
and to question, following after them, reached 
the brow of the Hill. So it was in that inner 
resurrected body that I was able, in the pres 
ence of almost five hundred people, not all of 
whom believed that such a thing was possible, I 
was able to quicken the vibratory action of that 
resurrected form and with the great assistance 
of the mighty prayer force that My Mother had 
established through Her years of prayer on Beth 
any's Hill, with the great assistance of My Own 
"I AM" Presence, the Ascension was publicly 
manifest. 

Some there were who saw it, some there were 
who did not, because as the Light became brighter, 
the natural activity of the human self is to 
cover the eyes against glare. Some were frighten 
ed, as you find in your present and all future 
activities of the unusual and they turn their 
backs lest they be distressed. Some flung them 
selves on the ground, but the few who stood and 
can bear witness, some of whom are within this 
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room today, you know that from the top of the 
Hill of Bethany, having completed My course and 
left in the hands of those who were to form the 
foundation of the Christian Dispensation, I 
ascended to My Father and to yours, enjoying that 
company of Divine Beings Who have foresworn 
Nirvana, continuing My assistance as best I could 
to any and all lifestreams who in their turn 
would direct their attention toward Me. 

I ask this day a boon of the Cosmic Law, in 
the removal of the crucified Christ from all of 
the Christian Churches, and the replacement by 
a visualization of the Ascending Christ, so some 
thing that the people can look upon which will 
uplift their vision and give them hope, help 
and strength to want to achieve like mastery; 
for that very crucified Christ, which the ortho 
dox world places before the people, is the sym 
bol of vicarious atonement. It is the way of 
the outer self, as you well know, to let some 
other lifestream carry your sin. God knows We, 
to the best of Our ability, every time that you 
honor Us with your Presence, transmute as much 
of the karma of your own creation as is possible. 
God knows, while We are in the atmosphere of 
Earth, how much of the mass karma, the rip-tides 
that flow through the Earth and Its atmosphere 
are sucked into the substance which forms Our 
auras and there transmuted into Light, charged 
into the "I AM" Presence of the individual who 
created that discord and then held there until 
the "I AM" Presence of such an one finds worth 
iness in the personality and can safely through 
the Silver Cord and the Holy Christ Flame release 
that Light again. 

In the power of invocatioh as I used it, and 
as every God-free Being uses it, the Three-fold 
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Flame in your hearts has a definite reason for 
Its coloration and Its place. As you draw the 
Powe~ and Wisdom directs it, and Love sends it 
forth, you are completely protected from every 
adverse motive, even those which you do not know 
of in the outer self. Every healing that I per 
formed, every leper that was cured, every blind 
man that was made to see, every obsessed one 
that was freed of a discarnate that has no place 
in that form, and every man and child that was 
in the appearance of death who was given again 
Life -- was given that boon through the mag 
netizing of the POWER of My Father, WISDOM to 
use it where I saw that the lifestream could be 
benefitted or a lesson could be taught to the 
witnesses, and then the LOVE for the individual 
who received healing, as well as for the Father 
Who gave Me the power by which to do it. 

Beloved ones, if you will keep that in mind 
in all that you endeavor to do! Power alone is 
the most dangerous of the qualities unless it 
is directed by true Wisdom and discrimination 
that comes of your Father, and unless it is qual 
ified with honest Love for your God, Divine 
Masters, your fellow man, imprisoned Angels, 
little elementals, four-footed creatures and 
every living thing. 

I repeatedly said over and over again and I 
still maintain that statement today for a speci 
fic reason --- "I, of Myself can do nothing. 
It is the Father WITHIN that doeth the works," 
to remind you that the power that was drawn 
through My lifestream directed by the Wisdom of 
the Father and sent forth in Love, should never 
be used, and it never was used in My whole embodi 
ment for anything but to do God's Will here on 
Earth, to attempt to establish the Kingdom of 
Heaven on the planet Earth; to attempt to arouse 
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the dormant spark of Divinity within the peoples 
of that Era. Now the Cosmic Christ has spoken, 
and the Christ Selves of men and women and chil 
dren too are beginning to act. Those who want 
Power of the personal self find themselves sheared 
of it. Those who want power to use with Wisdom 
to expand the cause of Love shall INCREASE in 
majesty, in dignity and in works well done. Thus 
is the teaching of the new Era. It was the Teach 
ing of the Christian Dispensation which was My 
Era, in which very few of mankind received the 
Ascension. Now you come to the New Age of the 
great Ascended Master Saint Germain, where the 
Kingdom of Heaven shall manifest on this Earth. 
Through whom? Through those in whom we have in 
vested Our Life, Our instruction, those who have 
reached their hands out to Us from Divinity's 
Realm to form that Bridge, which remains unto 
this day through your individual and collective 
endeavor. 

You are My brothers and sisters, not of blood 
but of spiritual light; that Light which flows 
through you and through Me is the life blood of 
the spirit and flows from the One Father Whom I 
represented on Earth and Whom now you have in 
this day, opportunity to so represent. Oh, cen 
sure not the outer self. If you are not the 
fulness of the mastery that you should become 
for the negative qualities of depreciation and 
and self blame, merely fill your feelings and 
your minds with more substance, and the next 
Beloved Master, and in this case it is El Marya, 
will have to dislodge it. Rather fill yourself 
with the feeling of rejoicing that I too was a 
man and was subject to pressure and bore witness 
to many unpleasantries, not only in the world 
at large but in My immediate Disciples. Yet 
through the Grace of Almighty God and My stead 
fastness in holding to His Will, I had a victory, 
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the Victory of the Ascension, which is to be your 
victory too. Perhaps in your case it will not 
be so spectacular and I hope for your sake it 
will not, because of ridicule and bigotry and 
disbelief upon a soul departing, particularly 
in that delicate fabric of ascending into the 
Light of the "I AM" Presence, is not a happy 
experience. I made that sacrifice al though like 
all unascended beings I tried after the Last 
Supper to remove Myself from it. Yet I made that 
sacrifice of the crucifixion and the ignominy 
that preceded it. Then the returning and resus 
citating of that form, the walking and talking 
and convincing of the Disciples that I was I; 
and the final sacrifice of a public Ascension 
which is the most sacred of all your experiences, 
one that really should not be a spectacle. I 
made that so that all men would know and could 
know that what I had done, all men could do. 
Yet glorified as has been My work for the doing 
of what I did, that day is yet to come. 

In the Name of My Beloved Mother Mary, in 
the Name of Our Beloved Ascended Master Saint 
Germain, in the Name of the great Hierarch El 
Marya, in the Name of the Beloved Serapis Bey 
Whose Ascension Flame blazes at Luxor, I thank 
you for believing in Me sufficiently to make a 
pilgrimage to My Presence. You shall be rewarded 
for the endeavor and the love. Thank You beloved 
ones. 

************** 
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Beloved ones, gathered together in honor of a 
Resurrection, one in which I participated through 
the help and kindly assistance of many beings of 
Light, today I bring to you the feeling of My 
Own Resurrection charging it with all the infin 
ite combined gathered momentum of every Being 
Who has so experienced a Resurrection from dis 
tress into Perfection again! Even as that ex 
perience of Mine has become well known to the 
peoples of the Earth through the efficacy of My 
followers even so may I make that call now to 
the Universal First Cause that created and sus 
tained Me that there may be in, through and 
around each and everyone of your lifestreams 
those beautiful friends. Ascended and embodied, 
to help you in the process of personal and in 
dividual, as well as planetary Resurrection at 
this time. 

The planet Earth is quickening in Its orbit 
as It swings around in the beautiful symphony 
of the spheres, the vibratory action of the very 
Earth Itself and the water element and the air 
are quickened in action as We prepare the planet 
Earth for the forward movement which is to be 
forthcoming. Therefore, in like manner all evo 
lutions that use the Earth as a platform for 
their physical being -- human beings, animal and 
bird creations -- are being quickened too in this 
process of the Resurrection and Life! It is a 
precess that is not instantaneous in its activity 
but that does take place as from the very heart 
of Pelleur • s Kingdom that tremendous acceleration 
flows upward and upward and upward and every cell 
and electron belonging to this universe to its 
very periphery is quickened by that pulsation 
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from the heart of the Earth and then by the pul 
sation of the Ascended Master Realm which descends 
and anchors into the Christ Self of every human 
being. 

That which I have done and which has seemed 
so miraculous to some, shall become a common 
occurence as the Christ stands forth through 
every man, through every woman and through every 
incoming child, that Christ Nature which is dor 
mant within the masses, stirred to life within 
My Heart, brought to maturity to be and example 
to mankind, that Christ is alive in the world 
in every beating heart. It is alive and respon 
sive to My words and to My Presence. It is alive 
and responsible to the Cosmic Christ directed 
through My lifestream for a specific service and 
to this living Christ which is within every hu 
man being, unascended and every human being who 
has not come yet into embodiment but who has not 
attained the victory of the Ascension. To this 
living Christ within you do I speak! 

"In the Name and by the Power of Jesus the 
Christ, come forth and manifest now! Be 
Thou the full and only power acting through 
the forms which You Inhabit! Transmute 
the soul into the substance of LIGHT and 
allow Divinity the courtesy of expression 
here in the physical appearance world, or 
in the inner realms wherever You Abide!" 

The reward of service and love is in seeing 
this planet emitting more light, seeing Its 
peoples resuscitated, their spiritual natures 
express through their flesh and everything in, 
through and around the Earth giving forth the 
music and harmony of the spheres until the planet 
Earth takes Her rightful place in Our planetary 
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system as a magnificent jewel of light as She 
was designed by Helios and Vesta, and as She 
was in turn blessed by the Directors of the Forces 
of the Elements and All Who have served through 
out the many ages to sustain Her. 

Today, beloved ones, all over the Earth people 
are honoring the Resurrection Spirit .... they are 
honoring the Spirit of the Christ as manifested 
through My Lifestream. Today I ask you to direct 
that to and through them, the realization that 
what I have done everyone of these blessed ones 
shall and will do, and they must make ready now 
in courtesy to their Lord to allow this external 
ization through them of their own Divinity. I ask 
you in the name of love and of light to CHARGE 
into the feelings of the people the realization 
that WITHIN THEIR OWN LIFE is the same power by 
which I did resurrect a physical form and finally 
ascended in the presence of several hundred people. 

Dearly beloved ones as We send forth the Res 
urrection Flame from the Resurrection Temple •.. 
as you contemplate It as you breathe It in 
and feel Its exhileration. Let It be a permanent 
part of your world .... quickening you every time 
there is a tendency to return to habits of de 
pression, exhaustion and depletion. Step right 
within the heart of that magnificent opalescent 
Flame, right within the heart of My Own Luminous 
Presence or that of Beloved Mother Mary and FEEL 
the charge of the quality of the energy of your 
feelings, in your minds or any member of your 
phsyical body -- and organ or cell that for some 
reason has gotten out of alignment -- and thus 
you can do by Grace what is so much harder to do 
by effort of will! When healing comes through 
Grace, it is permanent and it is sustained. When 
it comes by the effort of the mental body alone 
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--through will -- as soon as that mental pressure 
is removed, unless the cause and core of distress 
has been dissolved, the condition appears again. 

Accept now that there is a Power right within 
your beating heart, and that Power connects you 
with Myself, with My Mother, with your Beloved 
Saint Germain, any one of the Ascended Host, the 
Angels or the Archangels with Whom you have an 
affinity and the very moment you turn your atten 
tion toward Them, silently or audibly, you are 
WITH THEM and THEY ARE WITH YOU. 

The instant Our Names are breathed, the in 
stant Our Image is thought upon, the instant any 
activity which it is Our privilege to give IS 
INVOKED there We are rendering that service and 
assisting you. Come to that realization of ONE 
NESS of the Celestial Realm with the human, the 
ONENESS of the Di vine Beings with your own Christ 
Flame, and entering deep within that Inner Christ, 
feeling the fullness of Its magnificent Presence 
---you can have freedom, FREEDOM NOW -- even as 
We are here to bathe you in the glory of the 
Kingdom, the Kingdom wherein dwell every Being 
Who has learned to govern His energy and to sus 
tain harmony and not break the peace! 

Beloved ones, that power is My Power to give 
... It is your power to draw forth from your own 
Christ ... the power to see-, to think, to accept, 
to call forth theimmaculate Concept from within 
every lifestream that you contact and It will 
respond in an ever expanding radiation of per 
fection through such an one if you can keep your 
human mind and senses from recording and accept 
ing an individual personal concept rather than 
God's ·concept which is perfection. I know it is 
difficult when you wear garments of flesh and 
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you see certain idiosyncrasies of the human na 
ture to hold a concept of perfection for all the 
life with which you are surrounded when you try 
to do it through will; but if you will turn your 
attention to Me, to the beloved Gabriel, beloved 
Mother Mary, any of those Beings Who are par 
ticularly concerned with holding that Immaculate 
Concept in the inner Realms, We will help you to 
see your fellowman as God intended him to be. 
That does such a tremendous service for the Holy 
Christ Self of such an one and helps to anchor 
more and more into the feelings, the thoughts, 
the etheric consciousness and the very structure 
of the flesh, the Divine Pattern and Plan which 
shall be externalized through that lifestream. 

VIC TORY IN THE LIGHT FOR ALL LIFE 

Beloved, I salute the Immortal Victorious 
Three-fold Flame within your hearts, which is 
the activity of Resurrection in all life! Friends 
of My Heart, since the Dawn of this Day, when the 
first hosanna and song of rejoicing permeated 
the atmosphere, the Resurrection Flame has been 
blanketing this Orb with the most magnificent and 
triumphant radiation. 

The vibratory action of this Earth, "I AM" 
grateful to say, is on a much higher level than 
it was a year ago. This is due to ~he illumined 
obedience of the chelas in their desire to add 
to the Light of the World by cooperating with 
mighty Helios and Vesta in this redemptive pro 
cess in channeling the Light from Venus into the 
Earth plane. Much of the effluvia is being re 
moved and "I AM" su_re when you have been prompted 
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to look to the heavens in the evening, you have 
noticed that the Stars appear to be shining with 
a greater brilliance. It is not that the Stars 
have changed, but this is the result of more of 
the veil of maya having been transmuted. 

A moment's reflection will tell you that the 
process of Transfiguration is taking place with 
great rapidity - much more acceierated than We 
of the Hierarchy thought possible. So you see, 
beloved ones, your illumined .obedience has play 
ed, and will continue to be of great importance 
in the redemption of this blessed Earth. Your 
lifestreams are coming to flower through your 
cooperation in this magnificent service. 

As the jeweler's art removes the dross or outer 
covering from a precious stone to bring out its 
perfection, a parallel activity is taking place 
in the lives of the chelas as the encasement of 
human creation in your lower vehicles is being 
transmuted by the Divine Alchemy of Transmuta 
tion through the use of the Sacred Fire, As the 
Earth straightens Her spine( axis)andis emerg 
ing with dignified mien, how interesting and 
gratifying it is to Us to see the Jewels of Light, 
which are comprised of the dedicated energies 
of the chelas, shining forth from this hereto 
fore 'dark star'. Truly are the Rainbow Rays 
of the Will of God being emitted through your 
obedience and cooperation and to those of us on 
this side of the veil, Who are accustomed to en: 
joying and being Perfection at all times, this 
merging activity, and one which will be sustain 
ed, is one of celestial beauty. 

When a Cosmic Edict goes forth, that Command 
must be obeyed to the letter! The Great Ones, 
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responsible for carrying the Pattern to comple 
tion, always endeavor first to get the coopera 
tion of those chelas with whom They have the 
privilege of communication, and who have been 
instructed through the years in preparation for 
the hour. When this cooperation is obtained and 
carried out, We are not required to bring about 
the Di vine Pattern through measures which result 
in catastrophic action. All is accomplished with 
scientific precision and when the Final Command 
is issued, it must be obeyed and the Earth must 
be ready AT THE INSTANT GIVEN to journey in the 
forward procession and progression of the Planets. 
This is Spiritual Law! 

We, of course, are filled with the deepest 
gratitude when We know the chelas have advanced 
to the point where they realize their responsi 
bility and cooperate with Us. Naturally, you 
can not rest on your laurels, for We are engaged 
in a most momentous reclamation process, where 
constancy of service and diligence are paramount. 
Much, much devastation which would ensue through 
imperfect Causes which have been set up through the 
centuries, can and will be averted through your 
collective action with the Spiritual Hierarchy. 
So, deep within your beings, feel the Love which 
We pour to you for being active participants in 
the Forward-push which is now taking place. 

As the parents of a child are filled with 
deep love and gratitude when they witness their 
offspring develop and mature in beauty of being 
and expression, so it is with Us as We are priv 
ileged to see the flowering of the buds which 
We have nourished with Our Radiation and Instruc 
tion through the years .... There is indeed cause 
for great rejoicing in the Inner Realms for what 
the faithful ones, under our Guidance, have ac 
complished since last We celebrated Easter Day. 
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As We look upon the Divine Pattern for the Earth, 
and for each of you, the accomplishment which 
has taken place, and some times with great suf 
fering, is of great magnitude. 

"I AM" come this day to stimulate you to even 
greater accomplishment through the knowing feel 
ing, that you are expressing Illumined Obedience 
to the Cosmic Fiat. We, the Teachers of the 
Race, are responsible to the Cosmic Law for the 
efforts of Our pupils. You have indeed done 
well - BUT tarry not here and bask in the know 
ledge that you have cooperated - that coopera 
tion must be constant and be even greater in 
order that the fulfillment of the Divine Plan 
take place within the allotted time given Us by 
the Solar Lords and Their Superiors. 

ONWARD AND UPWARD INTO VICTORY IN THE LIGHT 
FOR ALL LIFE! Your harmonious and powerful en 
ergies are requisite to this Accomplishment! 

Our hearts are grateful in the extreme, for 
the pattern which has been set these many years 
of Sunrise Services on Easter Day. This permits 
the continuity of action on a larger scale to 
take place. The worded and silent expression that 
comes from the hearts of the people, the songs 
and prayers of gratitude, and the exquisitely 
beautiful musical renditions afford the Angelic 
Host the greater privilege of raising and di 
recting the glorious purified energy -- to the 
Heart of All Creation! 

Before closing, I wish to give you an illus 
tration of great importance, and wise is the 
chela who realizes the opportunity set forth. 
The changing of the thoughts and feelings of the 
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people in a few short days (Good Friday to Easter) 
and the resultant radiation which has emanated 
from their beings is an adequate example that 
Perfection exists at all times and it is only 
your qualification of energy which propels into 
being that which you desire. I wish to forcibly 
bring this to your attention, oh beloved child 
ren of The Father - for the Di vine Pattern - the 
Immaculate Concept - is possible of attainment 
for you and all life when once you can tena 
ciously hold to the Plan that Perfection can 
manifest and be sustained, and knowing and accept 
ing this Truth, you graciously kneel at the feet 
of The Christ within and turn over the reins 
which the human has held, to the Directing In 
telligence of Perfection! 

Blessed and so loved chelas, ecstacy and bliss 
surpassing worded description is the God Way of 
Life, Enjoy and be the outpicturing of The 
Christ in your every day life at all times!' It 
is so ordained, and in the knowing feeling that one 
is obedient to the Will of God, is a state of 
being worth every effort which may be required. 
on your part. I KNOW, for in that Living is 
Happiness Supreme! Learn to lend every pulsa 
tion of energy flowing from your beings to be 
come THAT "I AM" ! 

I lovingly enfold you, as does that exponent 
of Love and Obedience - My Beautiful Mother, in 
Our Momentum of the use of the Resurrection 
Flame! Use this Gift of your Freedom! 

************ 
****** 
**** 
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THE PATH OF GRACE 

Centuries ago, I gave the Message to My Dis 
ciples to seek the Kingdom of Heaven first, and 
through harmony. God's Gifts and Powers would 
be given unto them. This is an eternal Truth 
and is just as necessary today - even more so 
that it was then. 

One must learn what the Grace of God is. When 
one dedicates himself to the Service of expand 
ing the Borders of God's Kingdom on Earth, he 
must endeavor to follow the Path of Grace. That 
Virtue is so beautifully embodied by the Maha 
Chohan, the representative of the Holy Spirit 
for the Earth, and you are well acquainted with 
the magnificent expression of Grace through our 
Beloved Holy AEolus, Cosmic Holy Spirit. 

We know, too, that the consciousness of man 
kind has accepted and identified the Holy Spirit 
as One of Grace. It was the Holy Comforter Who 
came to baptize Me, through the assistance of 
Beloved John, the Baptist. I was required to 
give a physical and visible manifestation by 
stepping into the Waters of the Jordan as the 
Holy Spirit performed that Sacred Rite. The man 
kind of Earth who are now courageous followers 
of the Directives of the Spiritual Hierarchy in 
the Seventh Ray Dispensation are required to 
so purify their vehicles that the Spiritual 
Baptism can take place within their own beings 
without others witnessing any physical act. As 
in My own Experience, when one has become the 
Spirit of the Living God within, Baptism takes 
place, since the acceleration of the conscious 
ness and the outpicturing vehicles has been 
accomplished through tuning in and actively tak 
ing part in the purifying process of the Sacred 
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Fire now released in this more advanced Dispen 
sation under the Direction of Our Beloved Saint 
Germain. 

I would counsel you not to cling to the more 
physical aspect of Truth of the Christian Dis 
pensation in regard to disciplines of the flesh. 
It is the disciplines of the inner bodies 
emotional, mental and etheric which accomplish 
that which you are endeavoring to manifest through 
the flesh form. When the lower inner vehicles 
are purified, through the Sacred Fire, of the 
appetites of the human, the physical garment 
will naturally express that which is held in 
the inner vehicles. 

Some chelas believe that they must emulate 
a certain prototype when actually that is not 
the Archtype of the Indwelling Christ. Whether 
you are short or tall in stature, thin or plump, 
your hair light or dark, the color of the eyes 
blue, brown, or whatever, is not of consequence 
in your Spiritual evolution. It is the emerging 
of the Christ which counts. When one strives, 
through outer free will discipline, to accomplish 
a picture which he may have of himself, he is 
perhaps unconsciously, endeavoring to put forth 
a concept which he holds in his outer conscious 
ness for men to see. 

Blessed and beloved ones, the Law of Balance 
is in order and not indulgence in excesses of 
any kind at any time. Please listen to the 
counsel of a good Friend of yours, My humble Self, 
when I admonish you to enter more deeply into 
the process of further purification of your three 
lower inner vehicles, and the appetites of the 
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physical structure will become accelerated spir 
itually to a thrist for righteousness which will 
be assuaged by the Indwelling Christ and you 
will proceed along the Path of Grace, where the 
perfume, not only of the flowers in Nature's 
Garden, will raise your consciousness unto great 
er heights, but every living being upon this 
Earth will reveal to you the exquisite perfume 
of The Christ within. Then like unto the Cosmic 
and Ascended Beings, the human deficiencies of 
the other fellow will not become a distraction 
to you, but you will, in joyous obedience to the 
Law of the Truth of your being bless all with 
whom you come in contact. Truly then will you 
become Light Bearers - as The Father intended. 

You have, perhaps, noticed that during My 
Ministry, I referred to "The Father;', and in 
the Seventh Ray Dispensation, "The Father-Mother 
God" is frequently used. Either Designation is 
correct, because the "I AM" Presence is the All 
Encompass±ng One, the Supreme Source of All. 

The Mother Principle, the attributes natur 
ally associated with the Feminine Aspect, Di vine 
or human, brings the feeling nature to the fore. 
During My Dispensation, the mankind of Earth 
were, in the main, not ready for the designation 
of "Father-Mother God", for they had not reached 
that state of consciousness which could have 
accepted the Truth of Oneness. At this hour, 
the more accelerated and advanced consciousness 
knows that God, the "I AM" , is All -- that there 
is no separation, and that the manifold Virtues 
and Gifts flowing from the Supreme Source through 
any particular facet energizes it with the 
qualification desired or required. 
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If you will permit another personal allusion, 
in the case of My humble Self, "I AM" known by 
many Names, and each reference brings the same 
quality of My Love and the Gifts whicR it has 
been My privilege to dispense for the benefaction 
of all life, I wish all the chelas to pay par 
ticular attention now -- to what I have to say 
in this regard. 

The Earth and all Her evolutions, as you know, 
are in a tumultuous state, and as a result,of 
the many uprisings in all fields of endeavor, 
more and more individuals are turning to God for 
assistance. Out of this revolution, so to speak, 
man will raise his consciousness to the expand 
ed Truths. In this process, those particularly 
associated so closely with the Christian Dis 
pensation, will cling to Jesus, The Christ. It 
is the compatible feeling they have with the 
Name "Jesus" and the strength which it brings, 
which is and shall continue to be a magnet to 
draw them into the Higher Teaching, the more 
advanced Aspects of the Spiritual Law. 

There are many awakenings taking place and 
these individuals shall be brought to the Feet 
of Truth for which their blessed hearts yearn. 
When the Cosmic Law sounds the note, all shall 
know Me by My Inner Cosmic Name and there shall 
be One Flock and One Fold. 

I now enfold you and all life in the feeling 
of Victorious Accomplishment in the Light, rais 
ing you to your True God Estate. 
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THREE GREAT FLAMES 

It is not numbers but quality of conscious 
ness which determines the efficacy of the Power 
of God released. 

Beloved ones, experiment now with the real 
ization that the changing of the quality of your 
energy means the connecting of your light with 
the Ever-Present God which is all health, all 
beauty, all s~pply, all harmony. There is only 
one Power that conducts energy into your world 
and that is the quality of feeling. The control 
of your own energy so that any instant it con 
nects with the full power of God, makes you 
master. It is the exact same application which 
I used, and which made Me a conductor for seem 
ing miraculous power. The meeting of the vibra 
tory action of My own energies with the Ever 
Presence of God and then the connection of My 
energy through the mental and feeling world of 
the supplicant, raising their energy to a point 
where I might conduct through Myself into them 
the specific requirement of the moment, is the 
Law -- scientifically, mathematically accurate. 
There was nothing mysterious, nothing occult, 
in this service and there were no special powers 
endowed upon Me! You are conductors of energy- 
consciously or unconsciously. You are either 
short-circuited, living in a world of separate 
ness, or you are in tune and in harmony with the 
Infinite Ever-Presence. 

Have you contemplated recently the phrase you 
use SQ freely, "Beloved Presence of God!" If the 
Presence of God is with you -- where is the ap 
pearance which seems to limit? Please ponder 
upon these things! 
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Three great Flames I used in My ministry -- 
Flames and Activities of the Sacred Fire which 
were given to Me by My Teacher, which enabled 
Me to control the energies of My world. The 
first was the Resurrection Flame, which quick 
ened the vibratory action of My physical and 
inner bodies making each tiny electron, spinning 
around its own central pole, move more rapidly 
and throwing off the vibratory action of earth, 
connected My vibration with that of this Ever 
Presence. Second, the Flame of the Transfigura 
tion, enabling the Sacred Fire within Me to 
expand more powerfully than the atomic pressure 
of the outer world; and Third, the great Ascen 
sion Flame which ,surging through My physical , 
mental, emotional and etheric bodies, carried 
the energies of My world upward into connection 
and contact with My own Christ Self --- and the 
Father-Mother God of this uni verse. Those Flames 
are still in existence. They have grown and 
intensified in power in the thousands of years 
since I availed Myself of their presence. You, 
beloved ones, have opportunity now as you enter 
this brand-new shining year to use the Resurrec 
tion, Transfiguration and Ascension Flames to 
make of your energy a harmonious conductor of 
the gifts and powers of this Ever-Present One. 

We stand at the threshold of new opportunity. 
The peoples of earth have been bathed in the 
Violet Flame of Mercy and Compassion. Every 
mistake and error that has been committed with 
out definite intent to do wrong has been melted 
and consumed, cause, effect, record and memory. 
Your inner bodies and your flesh are lighter 
this day than they have been since January 1st 
of the preceding year. You have less of a pres 
sure upon you, so avail yourselves before you 
begin to weave anew. Avail yourselves of the 
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inner freedom which has been yours through this 
mercy and through the grant of the Karmic Board 
which has melted so much of the human veil, en 
abling you, if you choose, to realize the Ever 
Presence of your God and the Master Powers of 
the uni verse. 

Have you thought that you and I both stand 
today at the same threshold? Each and everyone, 
Ascended and unascended, applicants t.o. the store 
house of the universal, drawing the same light, 
facing the same opportunity to qualify energy! 
What shall you make of your days, your months 
and your years? We are dedicated to making of 
Ours the externalization of the Kingdom of Heaven 
and the Glory of that Father. You are dedicated 
in spirit to the same service or you would not 
be here present with Us this hour. The simple, 
homely illustrations that in the manifestation 
of control of your energy in the harmony of your 
feelings is your connection with the Cosmic Power 
of God the Father, or any Perfected Being, should 
give you a feeling of comfort and mastery that 
you are NOT alone, except as you short-circuit 
your own personal life through discord. 

There is no life outside of yourselves that 
can maintain the control of your energy because 
free will is your gift from the Universal First 
Cause, but if you choose to maintain and sustain 
a vibratory action through your feeling world 
that connects with the Kingdom of Heaven and its 
inhabitants, at any instant Our Powers and 
Gifts are yours, and through you may be conduc 
ted into the lives of others. 
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MY TRUE IDENTITY 

Greetings, My Friends, "I AM" He whom you have 
known through the ages, through the Christian 
Dispensation unto this day, as Jesus, the Christ! 
I salute and I bow to the glorious Christ in 
each of you, My co-servers in God's Vineyard on 
this Earth! 

Now please, blessed ones, withdraw your con 
sciousness from anything that is of the human ••• 
~ human personality or trait of any kind. See 
before this lectern a glorious Cross of David 
in scintillating White Light and flashing from 
every ooint the blazing Blue Flame of God's Holy 
Will and Protection. See this magnificent Cross 
expand until the whole podium is within Its 
embrace. 

Today I have the great honor to say that Our 
Beloved Holy AEolus is standing here to My right 
and to My left Our beautiful Sanat Kumara. Be 
side Holy AEolus is Lord Confucius and to the 
side of Sanat Kumara, Lord Lanto. Standing di 
rectly behind me is the Mighty Archangel Michael, 
My Cosmic Father - Glory be to His Holy Name! 

This is truly a Cosmic Moment and before I 
tell you that which it is, I would like you to 
visualize Our Great Lord of the World Gautama 
Who is in the atmosphere over Long Island today, 
with the Mighty Light of His Causal Body com 
pletely enfolding this Island. Behind Him see 
a glorious Pathway of Light for on this day, at 
the Cosmic Edict of Beloved Alpha and Omega, We 
have a Representative from every Sun in this 
particular System. This Channel of Light has 
resulted from the Radiation of Their Beings as 
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They travelled Earthward. Think •••• We have an 
Envoy from every Planet in this System! Do you 
know what this means? This signifies a unified 
activity, and "I AM" here today to reveal to you 
My true Identity: "I AM" MICAH, ANGEL OF UNITY! 

I have come this day to tell you that I am 
taking up residence at Shamballa to continue My 
Service of Unity, and the pulsation for this 
activity begins this moment---- the unifying 
of all the Religious Activities on this Planet. 

I do not infer that they will all be of the 
same nature because We need the diversified 
activity of the Seven Rays, but every blessed 
Spiritual Activity shall, from this day forward, 
feel the pulsebeat from My Heart, from Holy 
Shamballa! 

Now I have something very interesting to tell 
you ••• as of this day, Beloved Lord Lanto ( July 
1970) will serve as I did, in the capacity of 
World Teacher and Beloved Confucius will be 
Chohan of the Second Ray. 

I know you love these Blessed Ones with all 
your hearts, for all They have done for you in 
this embodiment alone. o, send your great love 
to Them, and pledge your dedicated service to 
these World Teachers •.•••• Beloved Kuthumi and 
Beloved Lord Lanto. 

The pulsation begins today for the raising 
of the vibratory action of Long Island to the 
point where She will begin to take her place in 
this System as the "Holy Isle", and the physical 
Shamballa will find its activities accelerated 
and WOE TO HIM OR TO HER who enters the Portals 
of Shamballa with anything destructive or of a 
sinister intent in their beings! ••.• for at the 
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new entrance stand Lord Michael's Leqions 
blazing Their Light, and from Beloved Pelleur's 
Kingdom in the center of the Earth, rising into 
the atmosphere to meet the Violet Fire from the 
amphitheatre over Long Island the Mighty Violet 
Fire will intensify, intensify and intensify on 
this property, as Lord Michael's Legions enfold 
it in the Holy Protection of God's Will! And, 
blazing from this Central Focus of the Spiritual 
Hierarchy will be the glorious Ascension Flame, 
which I used, which all of you must one day use 
to gain your Eternal Freedom! 

Oh, children of the Light, I love you, each 
and everyone! Hold firm to that Love •• I will 
keep you in the embrace of My Heart as I have 
done all through this embodiment and always 
remember that Micah, Angel of Unity, is drawing 
you all together so that there will be one great 
Heart Flame, and every time you decree in a group, 
or sing in a group, or talk one with the other, 
be there just two of you or a multitude, I say 
remember the UNITY OF PURPOSE - Unify Yourself 
with the Christ within and Christ Light shall 
encompass the Earth! 

Now, My beloved ones, I think that I have 
given you sufficient food to digest this morning 
and I now bid you adieu! GOD BLESS YOU! 
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HOLDING TRUE TO A CONCEPT 

"I AM" come this morning to blaze and blaze 
and blaze the feeling of acceptance which I know 
is Real, for did I not have the privilege of 
giving mankind a manifest example of that which 
could be accomplished and must be employed by 
all mankind now or later! 

Children of God, I entreat you to be about 
The Father's Business in expanded activity so 
that you can be examples of the resurrection of 
the Perfection which you once knew, and be the 
wayshowers of those less privileged than you. 

The time has long since passed when the 'faith 
ful' as they are called, can just set aside the 
the 40 days of repentance and then expect to 
receive the realization or full meaning of the 
Easter Celebration. This was not just a pageant 
in the evolution of the Planet and Her peoples. 
The Cosmic Law in Its great Wisdom knew that the 
time had arrived when something 'spectacular' 
had to take place which would rouse the inhabitants 
of this Earth out of their ways of iniquity, and 
so it was ordained after passing certain tests 
at Inner Levels, to set the Example for the res 
toration of the God Way of Life on this Planet. 

Before proceeding further, I wish to humbly 
and gratefully bow to the Light of My beloved 
Father, (Joseph - Saint Germain) and My holy Mother 
Mary and all who served with Us, enabling the 
Victorious Accomplishment of this Mission. The 
tenacity and one-ness of Spirit of My Earth-Par 
ents was a tremendous lever, or raising Power in 
the fulfillment of this Mission. My Love and 
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gratitude flows to Them at all times. 

I shall continue this Release in a very direct 
and meaningful manner, in the hope that some 
among the children of men will receive the illum 
ination to resuscitate their own consciousness 
and vehicles to assist the mankind of this Earth. 
I came to set the Example for all men, in the 
overcoming of the human tastes and appetites. 
Consider then what has been accomplished by the 
the evolutions hereon.spiritually speaking, in 
the decades of time since the public event of My 
Resurrection! I bow My head when I think My 
Mission was of so little avail, judging from the 
appearances, the chaotic conditions, which are 
rampant on this Planet at the present hour! 

I pray that I shall not have to descend upon 
the Earth as an EMISSARY of THE FATHER-MOTHER GOD 
in a tumultous manner to awaken those who are 
spiritually inclined, and for the obliteration by 
drastic action the forces who are bent upon the 
destruction of any and all who have endeavored 
to the best of their present ability to hold 
true to a Concept, God-given and God-directed! 

Now, holding true to a Concept is not just 
the intellectual entertainment of a Vision. The 
out picturing of the Concept, individually, is 
Victorious Accomplishment. And that is the pur 
pose for which We of the Spiritual Hierarchy have 
released Our energies to the chelas these many 
years. And, We are held accountable for the 
balance of these energies through the lifestreams 
who have been the recipients thereof. Thank the 
Merciful Father, We are in the Age when the Vio 
let Flame of Transmutation and Love is the predom 
inant and significant radiation bathing the Earth, 
otherwise She would have little hope for the 
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externalization of the Perfection which has been 
ordained. 

I come not to alarm you, but prod you on to 
further application of the Law at this crucial 
time. If I were to tell you that there was just 
so many days left for the redemption of the Earth 
and that you would be called to the Karmic Board 
for an accounting at the end of that period, I 
believe, like the drowning individual holding 
to a raft, you would be so spurred on to decreeing 
at every available time for the redemption of 
the Earth and Her evolution. 

Awake! Oh children of Light, -- You can save 
this Earth by your constant and steadfast adher 
ence to the Directives which We give you, through 
your application thereof! 

There are many chelas who at the present time 
seem concerned as to what is going to happen to 
them, individually! - As we proceed with the neces 
sary evolutionary changes! Ah, precious ones, I 
humbly admonish you to forego such consideration 
of the little self! We of the Spiritual Hierarchy 
have been stating, and stating, over and over 
again, the necessity for becoming The Christ in 
action at all times, and We will continue so to 
do. When one is dedicated and determined to 
carry out the instructions of the Cosmic Law, he 
surely realizes that there can be no separation 
in Life, that all is one mighty Composite of 
the Father-Mother God's Creation, the heart beat 
in the physical vehicle being the stepped-down 
vibration of the Heart of the Cosmos. 

And there is a point which I would like to 
clear up in the consciousness of some at this 
time -- A few wonder why We heretofore referred 
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to the lower four expressions as 'bodies' and 
now call them 'vehicles'. For this very simple 
reason that a body denotes a certain density, 
and a vehicle, while having a degree of density 
can be a conductor of Light without necessarily 
conveying density or weight. Since the con 
sciousness of the majority has advanced from that 
of students to that of chelas, each should now 
have progressed from giving so much power to the 
four lower bodies, for they should be vehicles 
of Light and the Radiations thereof, I trust this 
clarifies that question. 

Another matter which has given the chelas some 
consternation is where they should be physically 
located when Cosmic Changes do take place! There 
is no safer place, or haven, than right where you 
are at the time, provided, of course, that you 
do not clothe yourselves in the insidious acti v 
i ty of fear, and know, with conviction, that The 
Christ Presence right within you, is the Isle of 
Serenity and Protection. So anchored, you are 
safe at all times. There is no reason for fear 
or depression of any kind when one accepts, and 
knows, he is a Child of God, an Emissary of the 
Cosmic Source of all Life, come to Earth to ful 
fill a Mission. 

Oh how I pray that there will be those who 
have hearts and ears to hear, and that includes 
all mankind who are truly seeking the way back 
Home, that they may henceforth be Emissaries of 
Light, Beacons pointing the way for others, so 
the less fortunate, and I say this because through 
their own free will, they have not been wise 
enough to choose the Path of Light, rather tak 
ing the by-ways of darkness and degradation! 

How beautiful the music and songs of praise 
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and adoration to The Father-Mother God, in Whom 
"I AM" but one Cell in that Pulsating Fountain 
Of Light and Perfection! Today may be likened 
to a Truce of Light, and while some forces of 
imperfection do exist, they are not as rampant 
as when the thoughts of the people of Earth are 
not raised Godward through the Resurrection Con 
sciousness which is enfolding the Planet. 

My dear ones, .•. I must point the way for you, 
and thus I have endeavored to do today, an be 
assured that every word I have spoken is clothed 
in the Light of the Cosmic Source of all Life, 
and only Perfection and Victorious Accomplishment 
should be the result thereof! This can be - for 
you right now, for all mankind and for the entire 
Planet, according to your acceptance thereof! 

In all the Di vine Love of the Buoyancy of the 
established momentum of Victorious Accomplishment 
in the Light, I draw you close to My Heart and 
bathe you in the Feeling of the Resurrection Flame. 

THE ASCENDED MASTER CONSCIOUSNESS 

The Consciousness of the Master, like a great 
effulgent Sun of Light, is constantly and con 
tinually radiating in the Universe to which He 
has dedicated His Life Expression. 

The trend of the Master's Consciousness fol 
lows His own particular Cosmic Service, but 
within that great Illumined Awareness of all 
Good is the specific and potent quality which 
identified Him among all the God Virtues as an 
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exponent of Beauty, of Peace, Purity, Happiness 
or Freedom. 

As the Light of the Sun floods the portion 
of the Earth particularly blessed by Its Presence 
during a number of hours in each twenty-four 
hour cycle, so does the ever-present Substance 
of the Ascended Master Consciousness flood forth 
universally on 'the just and unjtist alike'. 

We will see, therefore, that the Great Res 
ervoir of God's Substance represented by every 
Ascended Being is ever-present. Man in the un 
ascended state may aspire toward union with this 
Cosmic Counsciousness, and in the very act of 
aspiration will he then connect with the Divine 
Cosmic Impetus of the Being towards which his 
thought or feeling has risen. There is noun 
ascended being therefore who need dwell in outer 
darkness, for within every heart is the capacity 
to aspire. 

Aspiration is the longing in the heart for 
greater understanding, peace, health, or any of 
the numerous experiences that the outer con 
sciousness would like to manifest and express, 
Aspiration rises within the heart by reason of 
privation, suffering, ambition, discontent, as 
by mercy and devotion of the evolving peoples 
of Earth, and the desire of the unselfish heart 
to ease the burdens of the world. 

Whatever the cause that sends the spiritual 
aspiration Heavenward, the natural effect is the 
drawing of the Ascended Master Consciousness 
back toward the heart from whence the initial 
wave of aspiration has risen. It is said that 
man receives according to his capacity to aspire. 
Let, then, the hearts of mankind be constantly 
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moved toward aspiration, and let the wise see 
that even suffering, disillusionment and pain, 
when they probe the inert soul toward aspiration, 
are instruments of God. 

There is a great Celestial Being, whose Pre 
sence has ever enfolded every neophite upon the 
Path - the Goddess of Aspiration - whose Spiri 
tual Breath has stirred the coals and embers of 
the heart, keeping hope burning and ever prod 
ding the heavy-eyed outer consciousness toward 
effort by the upreaching requisite to Cosmic 
return. 

In My Service to Mankind, I have walked 
with the Goddess of Aspiration; and many hearts 
who have the breath of Her Spiritual Fire kept 
their soul search pointed Heavenward, that I 
might return on the wave of their own call to 
bring the Peace, Illumination, and finally, 
their Freedom in the Light. 

Blessed chelas, invite this Beloved Goddess 
into your Heart and Consciousness and call that 
you may radiate this glorious feeling of God 
Aspiration to all who may pass your way. 

THE EVOLUTION OF THE SPIRIT 

Beloved Friends, 
rious consciousness 
Christ to take over 
feel that beautiful, 
is God in Action! 

come with Me into the glo 
of THE CHRIST; permit that 
your four lower vehicles; 
rhythmic pulsation which 
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Every man, woman and child has God within 
and those Who allow the God Principle to flow 
through them express the Christ which, of course 
you know, is not the individual's outer con 
sciousness, but refers to him, not as a separate 
entity, but rather expresses that part of Life 
which allows the Godhead to flow forth freely 
in active expression. The expression of the 
Christ in the world of man is the Holy Spirit, 
which all must one day become. 

I became aware of the God within Me when I 
was scarce two years of age, because in all My 
outer actions there seemed to be an impelling 
force apart from My conscious self that direct 
ed My actions along constructive lines. Knowing 
that this Living Presence that dwelt within Me 
was yet apart from My personal identity, I began, 
as poon as the Earth Law would permit, to seek 
the understanding of this propelling power. 

Every man, woman and child must one day 
cultivate and draw forth this impelling force, 
although the average man lives so constantly in 
the little self consciousness that the Christ 
Power is dormant and exerts no influence on the 
outer actions of the individual. The more awak 
ened the lifestream through previous embodi 
ments, the more alive is this Inner Presence 
and the greater is Its influence on the outer 
consciousness. 

There comes a long, painful period during 
which the Inner Powers strain for ascendancy as 
the outer consciousness retains its hold upon 
the Temple. He who carries the awakened, breath 
ing Christ within his breast and has not yet 
learned the secret of surrender is the most un 
happy of mortals. I know what it means for I 
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carried this pulsating God Power through every 
known channel of learninq, hoping that its thirst 
might there be quenched and leave Me in peace, 
and that I might be given some magic manner in 
which the outer man would be subdued. 

It was in a Retreat in Arabia that I learned 
of the evolution of the Spirit. I had known of 
the evolution of the body, but had not been 
taught of the expanding, evolving Christ. Then 
became clear to Me the words of John, called the 
Baptist -"I must decrease that Thou might in 
crease." I knew then that the words referred 
to the personal self in relation to the Divine 
Identity, and when My mind and heart were set 
at peace from the thought that I might be ob 
sessed by evil, I began in earnest the cultiva 
tion of the Christ and in the growth of Its 
Ascending Power, It began like a warm cloak to 
expand from My breast through My limbs and head. 
I shall never forget the day when,sitting in a 
cave in Tibet, the Christ took full command of 
the flesh form and the struggle was over. 

Such a battle is in progress today in the 
world enmasse - the more awakened the Christ, 
the stronger the pain, but let it here be under 
stood that self surrender and comprehension are 
akin to Peace. Our Beloved Saint Germain has 
said repeatedly "there are only two activities 
of Life - if the Inner does not govern acc:ord 
ing to Its Divine Plan, the outer must." Thus 
the more you permit the Christ to expanq by 
dwelling within the Higher Consciousness thr·ough 
the surrender of the little self, the more will 
that Christ grow to full stature and you will 
then be the Christ in action at all times. 

When you serve the human of your self and 
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others, you give strength to the opposition, and 
in either choice no man may say you nay. Mastery 
is not for weaklings but for the strong! 

During My Ministry, in the embodiment of 
Jesus, I came to bring 'Grace• to the peoples 
and they received Me not. So it has been from 
time immemorial - and those who carry the Grace 
from the Higher Octaves find their gifts unhon 
ored and unsung, - yet now - some two thousand 
years after My Earth Ministry, the sweet essence 
of the Grace I brought, still covers the Earth, 
and with each passing season grows stronger and 
more potent in the Loving Charity intermittently 
expressed through the hearts of man. Thus it is 
with the Heavenly Gifts, they grow in power and 
sweetness through the years, and so will it be 
in your experience, My beloved ones. Remember 
always, the joys of Earth are fleeting, but the 
Treasures stored up in your Heavenly Conscious 
ness endure and expand for eternity. May your 
hearts know the inner meaning of the Grace of 
the Holy Spirit which is alive within you, wait 
ing always for expression through your lower 
v-ehicles to enrich the consciousness and lives 
of all that abide on this sweet Earth. 

AN ADDRESS BY MICAH - THE ANGEL OF UNITY 
(New Year's Eve 1974) 

"I AM" Micah, and it has been my great priv 
ilege to have been enfolding the peoples of Earth 
in the Feeling of Unity all through this outgoing 
year, preparing Me for the activities as One of 
the Sponsors for Nineteen Hundred and Seventy 
five. 
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We have witnessed much progress in the con 
sciousness of the chelas this year, and for this 
cooperation with the Spiritual Hierarchy We are 
all extremely grateful. Nineteen Hundred and 
Seventy-five will be a year of tremendous God 
Illumination as the Truths held in the Conscious 
ness of the glorious Pallas Athena are released 
to the chelas and other dedicated lifestreams 
upon this Earth. You can anticipate a very ac 
tive year, - not in the sense of rushing about, 
but of learning the art of the Silence, 

Oh, - the busy, busy mental body which does 
not become still enough to get the full import 
of the Truths which are released. It is not 
sufficient to listen to or read the God Illumin 
ation which comes forth, - but it is essential 
that one go into the Heart of his being, and in 
that Spiritual Throne Room to feel the love of 
Beloved Paul, the Maha Chohan, a Co-Sponsor for 
the year. In the Radiation of Beloved Paul, you 
can become better acquainted with all the King 
doms, especially the Nature and Elemental King 
doms, - for a kindred spirit MUST BE FELT WITH 
ALL LIFE. 

Realize, My lovely ones, the animating prin 
ciple of the Holy Breath, without whose Elixir 
one would cease to be. Send your love always 
to the Beloved Maha Chaban for his encompassing 
service to all life •.• truly the Holy Comforter 
to all who seek His Radiation. While the Maha 
Chohan • s Radiation and love is ever-present, the 
power of your attention provides a current upon 
which His greater blessings may flow to you, and 
through you to all life. 

Dear ones, We are lending every assistance 
permitted by Cosmic Law to bring about the Christ 
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Consciousness for all mankind, especially the 
chelas who, having a knowledge of the Spiritual 
Law can assist their fellow travelers. I humbly 
counsel you to really learn what the Great Si 
lence is, - not only will you be benefitted, but 
you will be in readiness to accept the Comsic 
Truths which are about to be released. 

Many years ago We stated that if one wishes 
to reach a certain destination, the quickest way 
to get there would be to take a direct route, 
and not a longer course of many by-roads. In 
so doing one uses much fuel, similar to travel 
ing by automobile, and in like manner the fuel 
or God Energy used in going hither and yon could 
have been used for his own spiritual progress. 

The enlightened chela will bend the knee 
of the human, - and permit the Holy Christ Self 
to steer his spiritual craft safely through the 
turbulent waters of human effluvia to the Other 
Shore, where the Crown of Victorious Accomplish 
ment awaits him. 

When one is firmly anchored within the Heart 
of his being, his energy is released from the 
Spiritual Source and his service is more effec 
tive because it is not qualified by the human 
and goes forth on the Beam of the Light of the 
Christ. As it travels to its destination it be 
comes amplified by the Christ Consciousness which 
flows throughout the Uni verse • • • • • having been 
generated by the Cosmic and Ascended Beings and 
those other dedicated individuals who have found 
their way into the Heart of the Silence. Then 
a true chela can greatly assist the Spiritual 
Hierarchy in the restoration of the Planet. In 
that Silence, - or listening grace, he provides 
a cable over which the Blessings of Heavenmay 
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ride to purify the Earth and add to Its Light, 
even though he utter not a word, as the Oneness 
with his Christ Self joins with the Christ Con 
scious of all. 

I am repeating statements which have been 
given many times, but which have not yet been 
truly accepted by most chelas. Mind you, My Be 
loved ones, when We speak We do so with a pur 
pose, - and at this crucial hour in the Earth's 
evolution, it is imperative that We receive even 
greater cooperation from the chelas in whom We 
have invested ..• God's Holy Energy .•. through the 
years. 

I wonder just how many can set aside their 
human so that when called upon, We will have che 
las equipped with the Armor of God's Holy Light 
in order to face the days ahead. 

I most emphatically state .•••• that Nineteen 
Hundred and Seventy-five will be a year of ac 
tion. One in which the Spiritual Hierarchy will 
present instruction which will prove to Us, with 
out a question of a doubt, those individuals who 
are really worthy of being called 'chelas' • 

Raise your consciousness out of the mire 
of the human, dear ones, and don the Mantle of 
Truth. Dedicate your energies unreservedly to 
the Purpose for which you came to Earth at this 
time •••.. TO ASSIST IN KEEPING THE PLANET IN HER 
ORBIT so that the Cosmic Inbreaths necessary to 
move the Earth closer to the Orbit of Uranus 
will be taken without too many chaotic conditions 
becoming manifest all over the Planet. 

Now •••••. listen very carefully. Since Decem 
ber 24th, the Mighty Helios and Vesta have been 
drawing the Planets closer to Their Hearts, and 
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it has taken until today to accomplish this, 
because of conditions unseen which have been 
endeavoring to interfere with this Inbreath. 
Praise the Powers that BE that the Light of God 
and the perseverence of the Spiritual Hierarchy 
has enabled that Inbreath to be successfully 
accomplished at the time of the rising of the 
Sun this day, December 31st. 

BE THOU READY FOR THE NEXT INBREATH ••.• 

************** 

BELOVED MICAH -- ANGEL OF UNITY 

Micah, Angel of Unity, 
Our heart's true Love we e'er send to Thee; 

As Thy glorious Crown so bright 
Enfolds the Earth in its Heav'nly Light. 

Thou art Michael's blest Angel Son; 
Ever through Thee shall God's Will be done 

On the Earth as in Realms above - 
Each one e•er pouring forth perfect Love. 

Micah, Thou art the Friend of all 
Who now sincerely to God do call; 

Ageless, powerful, Thy Love, too, 
Cuts all life free with Love• s Sword of Blue. 

Micah, beautiful Angel Friend, 
Our worlds with Unity now do blend, 

From the Heart of the Central Sun 
We call Thy Pow•r •til Earth's Vict'ry's won. 
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THE TRUE RELIGIOUS CELEBRATION 
OF THE BIRTH OF BELOVED JESUS 

I am He who came to Earth to specifically di 
rect man's attention to the fact that all must, 
one day, become the Christ in action. 

I came to Earth without the shackles of hu 
man creation which tie man's consciousness to 
the lower realms, and when I said that "greater 
things than these you must do" I knew that it 
would be necessary for man to loose these wind 
ing cloths of imperfection and burst the tomb 
of the lower self and stand revealed the Christ 
in action, 

In the Year of Nineteen Hundred and Seventy 
five I have the great privilege of being one of 
the Sponsors, and I shall go into intensified 
activity to bring mankind to the realization that 
they must bend the knee, and be the Christ at 
all times. This is the specific service of Micah 
Angel of Unity, and My dedicated and bounden 
responsibility to the Father-Mother God Who gave 
Me being. 

I have, I believe, an important revelation 
to make, - one that has perplexed the Theologians 
and others for centuries, and that is the TRUE 
DATE OF MY BIRTH .• ,. My entrance into the world 
of Form as Jesus. 

Dear hearts of Light, according to your pres 
ent Calender •.•. September the 8th is My Birth 
Date. At the midnight hour, My Holy Mother Mary 
brought forth My infant form. In some of the 
churches, December the 8th is celebrated as the 
Immaculate Conception - the Immaculate Conception 
in the body of the Lovely Mary of the Embryo of 
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Jesus. That Concept is true. It required nine 
months to bring My vehicle forth, for although 
I was 'free from sin' - I had to have a flesh form, 
subject, mind you, to the temptations to which 
an earthly garment is subjugated, - in order that 
I could prove to man that he could, and would 
one day have to raise his consciousness into that 
of the Christ. 

Now some may say, "what will the people of 
Earth think of this change in their accepted 
thoughts of Christmas Day in December"? I say 
to you, many will be the Truths which will be 
revealed to you in the coming days, and any of 
you who will be reluctant to accept this fact 
will just require further purification of your 
mental vehicles. 

Think upon this Truth •. , It is given to you in 
deep Love, and to take your attention away from 
the commercial holiday of December 25th. To a 
great extent, it is no longer a Holy-day, but 
one of rushing around purchasing gifts which 
have an outer world value. 

You will find that more and more individuals 
will feel less inclined to rush hither and yon 
purchasing gifts for one another. Continue in 
your remembrance to your family and friends so 
that you will not set up resistance which you 
would have to handle. You will find ere long, 
that the Spirit of Christmas will be reborn, and 
a Holy Day come forth on September the 8th. Then 
will the True Gifts of Spiritual Blessings be 
given and the Wise Man will bring the Frankin 
cense and Myrrh as did the Wise men of Old,that 
being the spiritual blessing of their Gift of 
God, not to the Infant Jesus, - but to the Cosmic 
Christ Consciousness as more and more learn their 
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true state of being. The Hosannas of Glory to 
God in the Highest will rise as the Harmony of 
man's being gives obeisance to the Supreme 
Source of all Life. 

Anointing you with the Esenceofthe Cosmic 
Christ Consciousness, I AM .... 

MICAH, Angel of Unity 
(The Master Jesus) 

HISTORIC DESCRIPTION OF JESUS 

By His contemporary, Publius Lentulus, who 
was the predecessor of Pontius Pilate as Governor 
of Judea. Excerpts from a letter to Tiberius 
Caesar, Emperor of the Romans: .•••• 

He is a man of noble stature and of very beau 
tiful countenance, in which such majestyresides 
that those who look on him are forced to admire 
him. His hair is of the color of a fully ripe 
chestnut, and from his ears down to his shoulders 
it is of the color of the earth, but shining. 
It is parted in the middle of the forehead, after 
the manner of the Nazarenes. 

His forehead is smooth and very serene, his 
face free from wrinkle and spot, and with a light 
color. The nostrils and lips cannot reasonably 
be found vault with. The beard is thick, and, 
like the hair, not very long, and divided in the 
middle. 
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The eyes are like the rays of the sun, and 
it is impossible to look him steadily in the 
face on account of their brilliancy. He makes 
himself loved, and is gravely cheerful. His hands 
and arms are very beautiful. 

In conversation he is charming, but he seldom 
engages in it; and when he does converse he is 
very modest of countenance. In presence he is 
the most beautiful man that could be seen or 
imagined; just like his mother, who is the most 
beautiful young person that was ever beheld in 
these parts. 

In learning he is an object of wonder to the 
entire city of Jerusalem. He never studied at 
all, 2nd yet he knows all sciences. 

He wears sandals, and goes bareheaded. It is 
said that such a man was never seen or heard in 
these parts. In truth, as the Hebrews tell me, 
there never were heard such advices, such sub 
lime doctrines as this Christ teaches; and many 
of the Jews hold him for di vine, and they believe 
in him, while many others accuse him to me as 
being contrary to thy majesty. 

It is acknowledged that he has never done 
harm to anyone, but good. All that know him and 
have had dealings with him say that they have 
received from him benefits and health. 

Publius Lentulus 

J 
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APPEARANCES OF JESUS AFTER THE RESURRECTION 
(according to Scofield) 

On the 
(1) 
(2) 

(3) 
(4) 
(5) 

Day of His Resurrection 
To Mary Magdalene(John 20: 14-18) 
To the women returning from the tomb 
(Mat. 28: 2-10 ) 
To Peter (Luke 24: 34) 
To the Emmaus Disciples (Luke 24: 13-31) 
To the Apostles, except Thomas (Luke 
24: 36-43; John 20: 19-24) 

Eight days afterward: 
(1) To the Apostles, Thomas being present 

( John 20: 24-29) 

In Galilee: 
(l)To the seven by the Lake of Tiberias 

(John 21: 1-23) 
(2) On a mountain, to the Apostles and 500 

brethren ( I Cor. 15:6) 

At Jerusalem and Bethany again: 
(1) To James ( I Cor. 15-7) 
(2) To the Eleven (Mat. 28: 16-20)(Mark 

16: 14-20) (Luke 24: 33-53) (Acts 1:3-12) 

To Paul 
(1) Near Damascus (Acts 9: 3-6) (I Cor. 15:8) 
(2) In the Temple ( Acts 22: 12-21; 23:11) 

To Stephen 
(1) Outside Jerusalem ( Acts 7:55) 

To John 
(1) On Patmos ( Rev. 1: 10-19) 

Total: 14 recorded appearances. 


